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Abstract
In this thesis the jet fragmentation function of inclusive jets with transverse mo-
mentum PT > 100 GeV/c in PbPb collisions is measured for reconstructed charged
particles with PT > 1 GeV/c within the jet cone. A data sample of PbPb collisions
collected in 2011 at a center-of-mass energy of fsNN 2.76 TeV corresponding to
an integrated luminosity of 150 pb-- is used. The results for PbPb collisions as a
function of collision centrality are compared to reference distributions based on pp
data collected at the same collision energy. A centrality-dependent modification of
the fragmentation function is revealed. For the most central collisions a significant
enhancement is observed in the PbPb/pp fragmentation function ratio for the charged
particles with PT less than 3 GeV/c.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
What is our world made of and what govern these constituents? These questions
represent mankind's long and sustained desire to understand the world we live in.
Modern physical science has since then come quite far in answering those questions.
We now know that remarkably our world is composed of a handful of elementary
particles, namely quarks and leptons, governed by four fundamental forces of nature,
namely, gravity, electromagnetism, the weak, and the strong interaction.
Amongst the four fundamental forces of nature, the most powerful, yet in many
aspects least understood, is the interaction that governs nuclear matter, the strong
interaction.
1.1 Quantum Chromodynamics
The theory that describes the strong interaction is now known as Quantum Chro-
modynamics (QCD). QCD has gluons as spin 1 gauge bosons that mediate the force
between quarks. It is modeled based on the simpler theory, Quantum Electrodynam-
ics (QED), which describes electromagnetism.
QCD explains two important properties of the strong interaction (Sec. 2.1). At
high energies, the interaction becomes weak, and quarks and gluons interact weakly
(Asymptotic Freedom); at low energy the interaction becomes strong and leads to the
confinement of color.
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1.1.1 Quark Gluon Plasma
Because of Asymptotic Freedom, QCD expects that at high temperatures, for which
the typical thermal energies of quarks and gluons are large and thus the interactions
become weak, ordinary matter made of protons and neutrons undergoes a phase
transition to a plasma of quarks and gluons, the quark-gluon plasma (QGP, Sec. 2.3.1).
1.2 High Energy Heavy Ion Collisions
QGP can be created under either high temperature or high density. As a result we
expect QGP to be created in the early Universe, at the center of compact stars and
in the initial stage of colliding heavy nuclei at high energies. The last possibility can
be experimentally controlled and studied in heavy ion accelerators. High-energy col-
lisions of heavy ions provide an invaluable tool to study puzzles of quark confinement
and symmetry breaking in QCD.
1.3 Jet Quenching
Due to the complexity of the multi-body collision system, finding clean experimental
signatures poses a challenge. In 1982, shortly before the start of Tevatron, Bjorken
first conjectured that high transverse momentum partons produced by hard scatter-
ings in heavy ion collisions can lose energy as they travel through the hot and dense
medium created in these interactions [1]. Since then, a variety of experimental obser-
vations provided support for this effect, including the suppression of high-pT particles
(as first seen at RHIC [2, 3, 4, 5] and later at the LHC, eg [6, 7]). In addition, the
first data at LHC revealed a new phenomenon providing more direct evidence of this
energy loss using the difference in momentum between pairs of jets [8, 9] and also
jets paired with photons [10]. Unbalanced di-jets and photon-jet pairs were found
to be much more prevalent in the most central PbPb collisions[9, 10] compared to
expectations in the absence of a strongly interacting medium. In further analysis of
di-jet events, the fractional momentum difference was found to be independent of the
12
momentum of the higher-energy (leading) jet [11. The projection of the momenta
of tracks onto the jet direction demonstrated that the "lost" momentum resides in
low-momentum particles emitted at large angles with respect to the jet [9].
1.3.1 Jet Fragmentation Function as a QGP Observable
These observations raised a key question related to the parton energy loss mechanism;
do partons first lose energy in the nuclear medium and subsequently fragment as
they would in vacuum or does the energy loss modify the fragmentation process
itself. These experimental observations inspired theoretical models that aim to gain
new insights into QCD by explaining the observed suppression of high-pT particles
in heavy-ion collisions using the assumptions of modified parton fragmentation in
the presence of the strongly interacting medium [12, 13, 14]. For these reasons,
direct measurements of jet fragmentation properties in heavy ion collisions are both
interesting and important in the quest to understand QCD through medium induced
parton energy loss.
Studies of the detailed properties of jet structure also have important practical
consequences for other jet analyses and their connection to the partons that pro-
duce the jets. The longitudinal and transverse fragmentation properties of jets con-
nect the perturbatively calculable production of high-pT quarks and gluons with the
hadronized final state particles. The study of jet production via final state particles
relies on hadronization models to determine e.g. the non-perturbative hadronization
corrections of the production cross section, and also the experimental jet energy scale.
The study of fragmentation functions provides an important experimental check on
the validity of the assumed jet fragmentation. These additional details of the jet
properties can also be used to directly connect jet observables to measurements of
high-pT particle production.
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1.4 Goal of this Thesis
The goal of this analysis is to measure the partitioning of the jet energy into particles
(the fragmentation function) in heavy-ion collisions using fully reconstructed jets.
As a first approach to addressing this issue, the higher-momentum (PT > 4 GeV/c)
component of the fragmentation function was found to be qualitatively similar to that
for jets in pp collisions, for which the medium is absent [15]. Taking advantage of
data from the higher integrated luminosity heavy-ion run in 2011 (150 Pb- 1 of PbPb
collisions at a center-of-mass energy of 2.76 TeV), the analysis described in this paper
expands on the previous result by measuring the fragmentation functions for tracks
down to PT > 1 GeV/c and in more differential centrality bins.
In the thesis analysis, a clear centrality dependent modification of the inclusive
jet fragmentation function in PbPb collisions is revealed. In the most central 0-10%
collisions and for the lowest charged particle momenta studied, an excess is observed
in the the PbPb/pp fragmentation function ratio, rising to 1.6±0.2(stat.) ±0.3(syst.).
The mid to high PT part of the fragmentation function of these jets in the central
PbPb events are found to be consistent with fragmentation function of quark jets in
vacuum.
14
Chapter 2
Theory
2.1 QCD and Asymptotic Freedom
Modern physics describes the fundamental forces of nature in terms of fields, e.g. the
electromagnetic field and the gravitational field. The spectacular success of Quantum
Electrodynamics (QED) lead physicists to understand the importance of relativistic
quantum field theory. In particular, it is realized that the fundamental forces seem
to all belong to a special class of field theories, called "gauge" theories. The present
belief is that QCD is also dictated by local gauge invariance. Starting from the
mounting evidence for quarks and the color charge, the emergent quantum field the-
ory description of the strong interaction is now know as Quantum Chromodynamics
(QCD).
Because QCD drew its inspiration from QED, there are many similar aspects of
QCD to QED. In QED the electromagnetic force acts on objects with electric charge.
In QCD the strong interaction is made possible due to the presence of color charge.
In QED, charged objects interact via the quanta of the electromagnetic field, the
photons. Similarly, in QCD, colored objects interaction via quanta of the color field,
the gluons. There is however one crucial difference between QCD and QED. In QCD,
gluons themselves carry color charge, and thus can interact directly with other gluons.
In QED, photons do not carry charge and so photons cannot directly interact with
other photons. The direct coupling of gluons has dramatic implications, leading to
15
an important property of QCD called Asymptotic Freedom.
One reason that the existence of quarks and color took decades to be accepted
is the fact that free quarks are never observed in nature. In all of our observations,
quarks are only found confined within bound states called hadrons, such as protons
and neutrons. What is the mechanism responsible for quark confinement? QCD
has a possible explanation. The key idea is that the strength of the interaction be-
tween particles depends on the momentum or distance scale of the interaction. It is
a general feature of quantum field theory that the interaction field can excite virtual
particle-antiparticle pairs even in vacuum. The apparent violation of energy conser-
vation is allowed by the energy-time version of the Heisenberg uncertainty principle.
These particle-antiparticle pairs carry different charges, for example, electric charge
if subject to QED or color charge if subject to QCD. As a result, the presence of such
vacuum excitations of the field modifies the original field. In QED this implies that
even in vacuum, a electric charge such as an electron is perpetually surrounded by
a cloud of e+c- pairs which are polarized by the electric field of the electron. The
polarization is in such a fashion that the positive charges are closer to the electron.
As a result, the negative charge of the electron is effectively reduced, as shown in
Fig. 2-1. Consequently, the effective charge of the electron depends on the distance
scale of the probe. By moving the test charge closer to the electron we penetrate
through the electron-positron cloud that screens the electron's charge. Thus in QED,
the vacuum acts as polarizable medium, and the measured effective charge of the
electron grows larger the closer the interaction distance. In QCD the color field of
the quark similarly excites the vacuum surround it, creating virtual quark-antiquark
pairs.
However, in QCD because gluons themselves are color charged, gluons can couple
to other gluons. Thus the color field can excite pairs of gluons as well as pairs of
quarks as shown in Fig. 2-1. Now, since gluons carry color, the gluon cloud around
the quark can carry away its color charge. This causes the color charge to be no
longer localized at a definite place in space but diffusely spread out due to gluon
emission and absorption. Consequently at a closer distance to the quark, it becomes
16
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Figure 2-1: Screening of the electric charge (a) and color charge (b) in quantum field
theory. (from Halzen Martin 1.3)
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less likely to find the color charge of the quark. The color screening effect due to
the polarized vacuum and the color diffusion effect due to the radiated gluons have
opposite effects. If one computes all possible configurations, it turns out that the color
diffusion effect is larger. (This is related to the fact that there are 8 gluons but only 3
quarks.) Therefore overall, the effective color charge of the quark appears smaller at
shorter distance (bottom right, Fig. 2-1). This effect is called Asymptotic Freedom.
The strong interaction is weak at small distances within the proton, yet it becomes
strong if the quarks try to separate. A free quark is simply not a stable solution of
the QCD Lagrangian. This provides the qualitative explanation of color confinement.
Yet the skeptic may still question, are we only arguing for color confinement as an
excuse for our failure to observe free quarks in nature? The answer is no. The picture
provided by quarks and asymptotic freedom makes unique and dramatic prediction
in the experimental signature of jets.
2.2 QCD Jet Physics
2.2.1 What is a Jet?
One extremely clean way to study quarks is by colliding electrons and positrons at
high energies. Even though the electron and position do not carry color, they can
produce hadrons via annihilation. Before data became available with high energy
e+e- colliders, some physicists believed that the hadronic final states in e+e~ anni-
hilations would emerge as a uniform, isotropic distribution. In the QCD picture, the
e+e- annihilate to produce a virtual photon at rest which in turn decays into a qq
pair, as shown in Fig. 2-2.
As the qq pair is produced at rest, the quark and antiquark should emerge in
opposite directions to conserve momentum. When the pair separates by a distance of
order 1 fm, a, becomes truly strong, and the quarks can be thought to as violently
decelerated. The decelerated quarks undergo final state radiation to form hadrons.
The radiated hadrons (mostly pions) hit the detector as collimated sprays of particles.
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Figure 2-2: Electron positron annilation creating a quark-antiquark pair. (Image
from Wikipedia)
These collimated sprays of particles are called jets. This is exactly what we see
in particle accelerator experiments, starting from SPEAR at SLAC in 1972, and
subsequently at DORIS at DESY in 1973, PEP at SLAC in 1980, TRISTAN at KEK
in 1987, LEP at CERN in 1986, Tevatron at Fermilab in 1986, and finally LHC at
CERN in 2009. Fig. 2-3 show such a di-jet final state event in pp collisions at CMS.
The fact that collimated sprays of particles hit the detector as jets and not the
originally produced quarks themselves is a result of the asymptotic freedom property
of QCD. The hadrons in a jet have small transverse momentum relative to their parent
quark, and their longitudinal momenta roughly add up to the longitudinal momentum
of the parent quark. The precise definition of a jet depends on the clustering algorithm
used in the experiment. Yet jets are the real world manifestations of quarks and
gluons. They are "as close as we can get experimentally to 'seeing' quarks and
gluons".
2.2.2 Introduction to Jet Fragmentation Function
The bremsstrahlung products of a quark are detected by the experiment as a jet and
never the original quark. This can be qualitatively understood through asymptotic
freedom. When a quark and antiquark separate, their color interaction becomes
stronger. This can seen as a result of the fact that the gluons carry color charge.
19
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Figure 2-3: Di-Jet event within the CMS detector, as seen in looking down the
beam-pipe in the transverse plane.
The gluon self interaction squeezes field lines of the gluon field into a tube-like region
(Fig. 2-4a). If the color tube has constant energy density then this results in a linearly
growing potential between the quarks. This behavior can be contrasted with QED,
where the photons carry no electric charge. Thus the field lines of the photon field
spread out according to 1/r 2 because nothing keeps the field lines together (Fig. 2-4b).
This confining behavior of QCD is believed to be responsible for the total confine-
ment of quarks to colorless hadrons. It is also why the original parton fragments into
hadron jets. The qq pair separates due to the initial large amount of center-of-mass
energy. As they separate the color lines are stretched with increasing potential en-
ergy, as shown in Fig. 2-5. The potential energy grows until it is sufficient to create
another qq pair. The new qq pair serves as end points to the color lines and the
original color line is broken up into two shorter color lines with lower potential energy
at the cost of the extra qq pair mass. The outgoing quark and antiquark continue to
separate with decreased momentum, further stretching the color lines. In this fashion
20
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Figure 2-4: Color field lines are squeezed together in a qq pair, while they spread
out for a e+e- pair. (from Halzen Martin 1.5)
more qj pairs are created until all the initial kinetic energies of the outgoing quark
and antiquark are used up. The end result is two jets of color neutral particles with
total momentum roughly equal to the momentum of the original parent quarks. This
describes the process of jet fragmentation.
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Figure 2-5: Jet fragmentation as a result of qq separating. (from Halzen Martin 1.5)
The differential cross section of the fragmentation of quarks and gluons in e+e-
collisions can be written as
21
q
Z U \\
do-(e-e+ 4 hX) V)- -r~( h
dz =k o(e -c qq)[D (z) + D (Z)], (2.1)
q
where z is the fraction of the parent quark energy carried by the fragmented particle.
That is,
- - (2.2)
Eq
The differential cross section 2.1 describes two sequential events: first the pro-
duction of quarks from the initial hard scattering, followed by their fragmentation
into hadrons. Since the quarks must fragment into hadrons with probability of unity,
the D functions thus represent the probability that the hadron h fragments from the
parent parton with fraction z of its energy. D(z) called the fragmentation function.
The summation in Eq. 2.1 is carried over all quark flavors in recognition of the fact
that the detector in unaware of the quantum numbers of the parent quark. This is
schematically shown in Fig. 2-6.
Detector
h
e
e'
Figure 2-6: Fragmentation product h is observed in the detector carrying fraction z
of the quark's energy. (from Halzen Martin 11.2)
Since the fragmentation functions are properties of partons, we expect they are
22
universal functions no matter how the partons are produced. Thus fragmentation
functions serve as an important and useful tool to study physics phenomenon related
to quarks and gluons. In practice the exact definition of z can change from experiment
to experiment. In this thesis we have adopted the CDF convention to define z as the
momentum fraction of the particle along the jet axis out of the total jet momentum.
2.2.3 Fragmentation Function in Vacuum
Before turning our attention to expectations of medium modification, let us first
build some intuitions of fragmentation expectations in vacuum based on conventional
perturbative QCD (pQCD).
Interaction Time Scales
We have been describing the jet fragmentation process as a parton, after being
knocked out of a hadron (or the vacuum) from a hard process, being quickly de-
celerated due to the strong color field as the parton separates from the hadron (or
antiquark). One basic question to ask in physics is, what time scales are involved
in this process? At the very least, one time scale involved is when the color field
becomes truly strong at the typical size of a hadron in the quark's reference frame.
Since these are relativistic processes there is also a time dilation factor, t = yt'. Thus
in the rest frame we expect,
thadr t/hadr _ (2.3)
m
where r measures typical value of inter-quark distance in a hadron ( lfm) and m the
quark's constituent mass in a hadron. For a light quark (q = u, d, s) mconstituent ~ few
hundred MeV. Thus for a quark with energy E ~ 100 GeV, the hadronization time is
thadr ~ 0(100Gev) x fm/c ~ O(10 3)fm/c. Compare this to the time scale of the hard
interaction, thard ~ 1/E = 1/100GeV - O(10- 3 )fm/c, we see that thadr >> thard by
orders of magnitude. Thus the quark behaves approximately as a true color particle
radiating gluons perturbatively without any knowledge of its future confinement.
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Perturbative QCD
Having justified the applicability of pQCD to parton fragmentation process, we may
start to build our intuition on the QCD evolution of jet by taking advantage of the
power of perturbation theory. In the perturbative regime where the strong interaction
coupling constant, a, is small, QCD is similar to QED (except for the extra possibility
of gluon self couplings). One may write the matrix elements for various processes
using the Feynman diagram technique. One basic QCD process involved in parton
evolution is the parton splitting process. For example a quark radiating a gluon as
shown in Fig. 2-7.
k
p + k P
Figure 2-7: Kinematics of gluon emission. (from Dokshitzer 1.1.2)
Applying the Feynman rules almost identically as QED, one will arrive at the
following differential spectrum
q- aki) 2 C [1 + k ) 2]dk dk2
47 E kk2L (2.4)
where k,, is the 4-momentum of the gluon, k is the energy of the gluon, E is the
energy of the parent quark, and k1 is the transverse momentum of the gluon with
respect to the parent quark.
Equ. 2.4 describes the probability of a quark with energy E splitting into a gluon
with energy k and a quark with energy E - k. Because there is no gluon self coupling
in the Feynman diagram Fig. 2-7, the differential spectrum is identical to the same
process in QED (e- -+ e-y), except for the color factor CF and the coupling constant
as = gs/47r -+ a. From this basic diagram we can see the origins of the infrared
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divergence in the 1/k term, and the collinear divergence in the 1/kI term. These
divergences are of course not physical in nature, and in fact when we sum up other
(loop) diagrams of the same order, we will see that the divergences will be canceled.
QCD Color Coherence
We are now at a position to understand how the initial parent quark evolves into
the multiplicity distribution of the final state hadrons. The parton radiates gluons
as it decelerates, and the radiated gluons will in turn radiate either directly or by
producing qq pairs that radiate. This results in a "shower" like cascade of parton
emission, similar to the process of a QED shower (Fig.2-8):
02
Figure 2-8: Illustration of QCD cascade and angular ordering (from Dokshitzer 4.1)
It is interesting to intuitively predict the expected features of the QCD cascade
energy spectrum without explicit computation. First we expect the fragmentation
spectrum to decrease at high momentum because the matrix element amplitude de-
creases as ~ 1/q 2 due to the propagator from the parton. This is the decreasing PT
spectrum that we typically see at a hadron collider. At the low momentum limit, one
may think that the probability for soft emission increases at lower and lower PT until
some QCD cut-off at hadronization scale of a few hundred MeV. However, a remark-
able prediction of pQCD is that soft emission from the radiating parton is suppressed.
This is due to the effect of quantum coherence that is a common feature of all gauge
theories. The physics explanation is that gluons of long wavelength cannot resolve
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the branched parton from the parent parton. Thus the soft gluon (either at low PT
or wide angle) is radiated coherently by the total color current of the jet, which is
conserved when the partons split and is independent of the internal structure of the
jet. The soft radiation then essentially depends on the total color charge of the initial
parton and not on the multiplying cascade. As a result of this coherent radiation,
it is not the softest partons but those with intermediate energies that multiply most
effectively in QCD cascades. These expectations of pQCD are shown pictorially in
Fig. 2-9.
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Figure 2-9: The effect of color coherence on particle energy spectrum p(k)
dn/d ln(k). R is a constant representing size of jet. Dotted area corresponds to
the contribution which is removed when turning from the incoherent model (dashed)
to the coherent one (solid). Shaded area shows the simple plateau without taking
account of bremsstrahlung. (from Dokshitzer 4.3)
Fig. 2-9 shows the multiplicity of the jet fragmentation products as a function of
the natural log of their energies, k. In the absence of perturbative gluon radiation,
the resulting hadron spectrum would simply be independent of ln(k) (due to the
1/k term in dwq-*g /dk, Eq. 2.4). This is shown in the shaded region of Fig. 2-9.
This would be the result of the simple parton model as illustrated in Fig. 2-5 which
has no gluon radiation. With the additional gluon cascade initiated multiplicity
(dashed line in Fig. 2-9), the resulting particle multiplicity is much increased. This
increase is partially due to the fact that gluons radiate gluons roughly a factor of 2
(CA/CF=9/4) more intensely than quarks radiate gluons. But the main cause of the
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increase in multiplicity is the fact that particle production is now exponentiated due
to the QCD shower which was not there in the simple quark model. Finally taking
into account the coherent radiation (solid line in Fig. 2-9), the soft part of the energy
spectrum is depleted, giving rise to a characteristic hump-back shape of the energy
spectrum of jet fragmentation functions.
Confirmation of pQCD Jet Fragmentation
The hump-back expectation of the pQCD jet fragmentation was one of the early suc-
cessful tests of pQCD. These expectations are well confirmed in both e+e- collisions
(Fig. 2-10) and hadron colliders (Fig. 2-11).
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Figure 2-10: Jet fragmentation function in e+e- annihilation. [16 Note that here,
= ln(1/z), z- PhEj et
In Fig. 2-10 and Fig. 2-11, the data is compared to pQCD predictions, the Mod-
ified Leading Log Approximation (MLLA). It is an approximate solution to pQCD
where the higher-order terms that are enhanced are taken into account. Enhanced
higher-order terms are associated with kinematic configurations for which the rele-
vant QCD matrix elements are large. In particular, recall from Eq. 2.4 that there are
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enhancements when a soft gluon is emitted, or when a parton splits into two almost
collinear partons. The leading contributions to these soft and collinear configura-
tions can be identified and summed to all orders, thus improving the convergence of
the perturbation series. The spectrum is approximately a gaussian in the logarithmic
variable = ln(1/x). Thus MLLA spectrum is sometimes parametrized as a distorted
gaussian fit (as shown in Fig. 2-10), which uses the first four moments (mean, width,
skewness, and kurtosis) of the MLLA distribution around its maximum.
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Jet fragmentation function of high PT jets in pp collisions. [16] Note
ln(1/z), z = PhEje~t
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2.3 Jet Fragmentation in QGP
2.3.1 What is QGP?
Due to asymptotic freedom in QCD (Sec. 2.1), we have said that quarks exist in
ordinary matter always in bound state of color-neutral ("white") composite objects
called hadrons. The situation changes as we increase the temperature of the quark
system. As the temperature increases, the typical thermal energies of the quarks
and gluons inside hadrons begin to increase as they come to equilibrium with the
high temperature environment. This results in a weaker color coupling between the
quarks and gluons due to asymptotic freedom. At the same time, more gluons and
qq pairs are thermally excited from the vacuum. These thermally excited quarks and
gluons create plasma screening of the the color fields. As a result, at high enough
temperature, the hadronic system is expected to undergo a phase transition to behave
as a de-confined, weakly interacting gas of quarks and gluons, the quark gluon plasma
(QGP).
The typical QCD confinement scale, AQCD is ~ 200 MeV, so for a phase transition
to QGP we naively expect a temperature at least larger than 0(200 MeV). Note that
this temperature is an order of - 10' hotter than the center of the sun (which is
around 1.5 x 10 7K = 1.3 keV). Monte Carlo numerical solutions of QCD using a
discretized lattice of space-time (Wilson's lattice gauge theory) also predicts a phase
transition around this temperature (Fig. 2-12).
Fig. 2-12 shows the lattice calculation results of E/T 4 as a function of temperature.
The ratio essentially reflects the number of degrees of freedom of the system, since in
equilibrium all accessible states are occupied. At a critical temperature T, of around
160 MeV (the inflection point, see the zoomed-in inset of Fig. 2-12), the number of
degrees of freedom changes very rapidly, possibly discontinuously. This indicates a
phase transition from the hadron gas to the QGP. The arrow in the figure shows the
Stefan-Boltzmann limit, Esp/T 4, corresponding to the non-interacting gas of spin 1
bosons. The deviation from the arrow indicates that the gluons are interacting above
TC.
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Figure 2-12: The energy density, 6(T), normalized by T4 as a function of the tem-
perature, on with increasing finder lattice spacing, Nt = 6, 8 and 10 lattices. The
Stefan-Boltzmann limit csp(T) pSB(T) ~ 15.6T 4 is indicated by an arrow. For
the highest temperature T = 1000 MeV the pressure is almost 20% below this limit.
Result from S. Borsanyi et al (2010) [17].
Based on Fig. 2-12, we can read off the corresponding energy density at the critical
temperature to be 6 ~ 5 - (0.16 GeV) 4 - (5.07 GeV/fm) 3 ~ 0.4 GeV/fm3 . Where can
we find this kind of temperature environment in nature? The energy density inside
a proton is Eproton 0.94 GeV/47r(0.88 fm) 3 - 0.3 GeV/fm , has comparable energy
density. But to achieve a stable QGP we need a system with temperature well above
TC. In addition the system needs to have macroscopic degrees of freedom to be
described by thermal equilibrium. Two known places of such high energy density and
macroscopic degrees of freedom exist in nature. One is in the early universe, about
10- seconds after the Big Bang. The second is in the system produced by heavy ion
collisions at relativistic energies with particle accelerators. From Phobos whitepaper
(2005) [5], we see that the energy density of the equilibrated system in heavy ion
collisions at RHIC is conservatively estimated to have a lower bound of 3 GeV/fm3.
Thus we expect to gain experimental access to QGP at RHIC (VsNN= 200 GeV)
and much more at the 0(10) higher energy heavy ion collisions at LHC (VsNN =
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2.76 TeV).
Data from RHIC indeed observed an equilibrated QCD medium created in these
heavy nuclei collisions [2, 3, 4, 5]. However, unlike the naive expectation of a plasma
of weakly interacting quarks and gluons, a strongly coupled system is found. Fur-
thermore it was found that this system can be described by equations of ideal hy-
drodynamics, pointing to a very small viscosity of the system [18]. This was one of
the most remarkable discoveries concerning QCD systems, and makes it all the more
interesting to study the properties of this QCD medium in heavy nuclei collisions.
2.3.2 Studying QGP with Jets
How can we systematically study the properties of the QCD matter formed at RHIC
and LHC? Various signatures have been proposed over the past decades. In this
thesis, we will focus on the idea, first pointed out by Bjorken ([1]) in 1982, of using
high momentum partons, i.e. jets as experimental signature and probe of QGP.
To explain how high momentum partons can be used as probes of the QGP, we will
first continue the analogy between QED and QCD. (This is in fact an appropriate
analogy since at high momentum, QCD becomes perturbative and thus similar to
QED.) When a charged particle, such as an electron, passes through matter, it loses
its kinetic energy due to electromagnetic interactions with the charged constituents of
the material (electrons and nuclei). There are two main sources of energy loss: it can
exchange energy with other charged particles by colliding inelastically with them, or
it can exchange energy with the electromagnetic fields by radiation (Jackson, 1999).
At low energies, collisional energy loss is dominant, while at high energies radiative
energy loss becomes dominant. This is in fact the Bethe-Bloch formula (Fig. 2-13).
Similarly, let us consider now a color charged parton, created by a high momentum
scattering in the initial stage of a nucleus-nucleus collision. As the parton traverses
the quark and gluon medium formed by the nucleus-nucleus collision, it loses its
kinetic energy due to strong interactions with the quark and gluons. Similar to the
QED case, the parton can either exchange energy with other quarks and gluons by
colliding inelastically with them, or the parton can change energy with the color fields
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by radiation. These sources of energy loss are shown schematically in Fig. 2-14.
(a) In 1982 Bjorken [1] pointed out that high momentum partons created in the initial
stage of the heavy ion collision can be affected by the collisions with soft particle
(E ~ T) in QGP. This can be calculated from the scattering processes shown in
Fig. 2-14 (a).
(b) Later Gyulassy, Plumer, Thoma, and Wang [19, 20, 21] considered the radiative
energy loss the parton undergoes in QGP, shown in Fig. 2-14 (b).
Medium Modification of Jet Fragmentation Function
Interactions between the colored parton probe and the strong color field of the medium
modify the way the parton evolves as described in Sec. 2.2.3. The QGP (Sec. 2.3.1)
has a size and lifetime on the scale of O(10fm). Recall from Sec. 2.2.3 that the time
scale of a hard scattering with q ~ 100 GeV is thard ~O(10- 3 )f m/c. Therefore,
a large fraction if not all of the fragmentation process of hard partons should be
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Figure 2-14: Processes of parton energy loss in QGP. Thick solid lines denote the
high momentum quark traversing the QGP. (a) Typical diagrams for collisional energy
exchange in QGP. The quark interacts with the thermal quarks and gluons in the
plasma. (b) Radiative energy loss in QGP. The quark interacts with the randomly
distributed color sources (9 and emits gluon radiations. Emitted gluons interact
further with the color sources. (Taken from Yagi, Hatsuda, Miake 14.2)
affected by the presence of the dense QCD medium. This mechanism is believed to
be responsible for the spectacular "jet quenching" phenomenon reported by the RHIC
experiments, where a factor of 5 suppression of single inclusive hadron spectra at high
PT is observed in Au-Au collisions with respect to (properly scaled) p-p collisions.
Thus a direct experiment measurement of the jet fragmentation function in heavy ion
collisions with high momentum jets is interesting and important. To summarize, by
measuring how QGP induce modifications to the jet fragmentation function, we may
gain a better understanding of the in-medium parton energy loss mechanism, probe
properties of the QCD medium, and finally hope to obtain better insights into the
nature of the strong interaction.
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2.3.3 In-Medium Jet Fragmentation Modification Models
To connect the basic ideas of QCD to experimental measurements in high energy
heavy ion collisions, computations of concrete predictions of experimental observ-
ables are needed. Due to the non-abelian nature of QCD, full solutions of parton
evolution in a multi-body system of quarks and gluons is still outside of theoretical
reach today. However, the calculation problem can be simplified while still capturing
the essential features of QCD by using first-principle inspired models. By making
certain simplifying assumptions about the medium and the medium interaction pro-
cesses, these models allow for direct comparisons of data to theory. A wealth of
literature exists that review the topic of jet quenching models, and the few review
papers that helped with the writing of this thesis are [22, 23, 24]. This section will
present a few concrete and representative examples of models that aim to gain in-
sight into properties of QCD based on predictions of in-medium modifications of jet
fragmentation functions.
Energy Rescaling Models
The simplest approach to model medium modified jet fragmentation is to assume
that the parton QCD evolution is not affected by the medium. The effect of energy
loss is simply to rescale the initial parton energy, e.g from E to E - E, after which
the parton fragments as if in the vacuum. This is illustrated in Fig. 2-15.
*AE E -FE,
Figure 2-15: Schematic illustration of the energy loss process and the medium-
modified jet fragmentation in the energy rescaling model. (taken from [22])
In Fig. 2-15, a parton (black line) from an initial hard scattering (black "x")
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traverses through the QCD medium. As it passes through the QCD medium, it loses
energy by radiation due to inelastic scatterings with the medium. The radiations
are represented as the red gluons. Assuming hadronization does not occur inside the
medium, the parton escapes the medium at the end of its path. It loses a total amount
of energy, c. The escaped parton with energy E - c then fragments into hadrons as
represented by lines and the legend "h" in the figure.
Because fragmentation functions are steeply falling functions of x, even a small
shift in the parton energy can introduce a significant suppression of hadron yield at
high PT. This model and variants of it had been used successfully and widely to
explain the high PT hadron suppression observed at RHIC.
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Modified Splitting Function Models
A more realistic model than the rescaling model takes account of the re-scattering of
the full parton shower in the medium. One class of models describes the energy loss
process as a medium modified parton splitting function of the pQCD parton evolution
described in Sec 2.2.3. For example in the approach of Borghini and Wiedemann [25],
the gluon radiation induced by the medium modifies the divergent part of the the
QCD splitting functions,
Pmed(z) = C (1 + fmed) - (1 + z)], (2.5)(1 -z)+
where fmed is a parameter controlling the amount of the medium induced gluon ra-
diation. This approach is motivated by the more infrared singular behavior of the
induced gluon spectrum compared to that in the vacuum. The medium-modified
MLLA equation can then be solved similarly as done in vacuum. This yields the
modified fragmentation function. This result taken from [25] is shown in Fig. 2-16.
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Figure 2-16: The single inclusive hadron distribution as a function of = ln[Eyet/p].
Dashed and dash-dotted curves labeled "in-medium" are calculated with a medium-
modification fmed = 0.8 of the LO splitting functions. (from [25])
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Modified Parton Shower MC
Another powerful way to understand parton evolution is by treating the parton
branching as an iterative probabilistic process. This is the idea behind MC based
parton shower techniques as employed in PYTHIA. The MC based parton shower al-
low for energy-momentum conservation throughout the full evolution, as opposed to
analytic approximations in MLLA. Several parton shower MC that model the par-
ton evolution in QCD medium have been developed. One example, called Q-PYTHIA,
which stands for quenched PYTHIA, was developed from a modification of the PYTHIA
shower algorithm (PYSHOw). The effect of parton energy loss is to increase the vir-
tuality of the re-scattering partons by an amount AQ 2. The increased virtuality
effectively makes the partons radiate more. The amount of AQ 2 directly depends on
transport coefficient of the medium 4 = 4(x, t) given by a 3D hydrodynamic evolu-
tion. The resulting fragmentation function modification from Q-PYTHIA is shown in
Fig. 2-17.
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Figure 2-17: Q-Pythia. Ratio of medium to vacuum fragmentation functions for
hadrons, for different gluon energies Ejet, medium lengths L, transport coefficients 4
and maximum virtualities tmax, refer to the legends on plot. (from [26])
Another example of MC based in-medium parton shower model is recently de-
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veloped by Majumder [27]. In this model the in-medium shower is based on the
higher-twist formalism of jet modification. Higher twist contributions involve corre-
lations between quarks and gluons in QCD evolution process. Their result on the
modified fragmentation function is shown in Fig. 2-18.
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Figure 2-18: Calculations of the ratio of the medium modified fragmentation func-
tion to the vacuum fragmentation functions for a quark jet and a gluon jet with an
initial energy of 100 GeV, propagating through a medium of length 5 fin, with a
1 = GeV 2 /fm. (from [27])
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3.1 The CMS Detector
CMS is a particle detector with the goal of harvesting the discovery potentials at the
LHC. As a discovery machine, the exact physics signals that CMS will measure are
not known a priori. Therefore it is designed to be a general-purpose detector that
aims to detect practically all particles emerging from the proton-proton collisions. At
the same time it needs to measure the trajectories and momenta of these particles
up to high PT ( TeV scale). For these reasons CMS is also an excellent detector for
heavy ion collisions.
To achieve the goal of detecting all particles that emerge from the collisions, CMS
was built as a hermetic particle detector. A 3D drawing of the detector is shown
in Fig. 3-1 to aid visualization. This figure is drawn to scale based on the Geant4
simulation of CMS.
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Figure 3-1: 3D view of CMS, drawn to scale. (Courtesy of CERN, CMS)
To measure the kinematic properties of a variety of species of particles from the
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collision, CMS is assembled from a combination of individual detectors. These include
a tracker, in combination with a strong magnetic field to measure the momentum and
trajectories of charged particles; a calorimeter to measure energy of hadrons, electrons
and photons; and a muon detector. These individual sub-detectors are positioned in a
cylindrical onion-like fashion as shown in Fig. 3-2. The figure also shows the physical
dimensions of the different sub-detectors.
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Figure 3-2: A transverse slice through the CMS detector, showing the layered, onion
structure of subdetectors. The depicted interactions present detector behavior for
different particles. (Courtesy of CERN, CMS)
CMS uses a right-handed coordinate system in which the z axis points in the
anticlockwise beam direction, the x axis points towards the center of the LHC ring,
and the y axis points up, perpendicular to the plane of the LHC ring. The azimuthal
angle q5 is measured in radians with respect to the x axis, and the polar angle 0
is measured with respect to the z axis. A particle with energy E and momentum
p' is characterized by transverse momentum PT = Jp sin 0, and pseudorapidity r
- In [tan(0/2)].
In this thesis, the strengths and features of the detectors that are relevant to
measuring jet fragmentation functions are highlighted.
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3.1.1 CMS Tracker
The CMS tracker is the detector closest to the interaction point. It is designed to
provide a precise and efficient measurement of charged particles emerging from the
LHC collisions. The tracker is cylindrical in shape and surrounds the interaction
point. A homogeneous magnetic field of 3.8 T is provided by the CMS solenoid over
the entire volume of the tracker.
Requirements of granularity, speed and radiation hardness leads to a tracker design
that is entirely silicon based. It consists of a pixel detector for finest granularity close
to the interaction point, and a silicon strip tracker at larger radii. A r - z view of
the tracker is shown in Fig. 3-3. Each system is completed by endcaps which extends
the acceptance of the tracker up to a pseudorapidity of irq < 2.5.
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CMS Pixel Detector
The pixel detector is the part of the tracker that is closest to the interaction point.
It contributes precise tracking in r - qS and z and therefore is responsible for a small
impact parameter resolution that is important for secondary vertex reconstruction.
A single pixel cell has size of 100 x 150pm 2. The pixel system covers a pseudorapidity
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range of -2.5 < y < 2.5. It has a total of 66 million pixels. Due to the large number
of channels, the pixel system has a zero-suppressed read out scheme with analog pulse
height read-out. The zero-suppression allows for a reduced data readout volume by
removing channels with no signal. The analog pulse height read-out is used to improve
the position resolution due to charge sharing. At the same time it helps to separate
signal and noise hits as well as to identify large hit clusters from overlapping tracks.
For the barrel layers of the pixel detector, the drift of the electrons to the collecting
pixel implant is perpendicular to the 3.8 T magnetic field of CMS. The resulting
Lorentz drift leads to charge spreading of the collected signal charge across more
than one pixel. With the analog pulse height being read out a charge interpolation
allows to achieve a spatial resolution in the range of 15-20 pm.
Fig. 3-4 shows the geometry and coverage of the pixel detector. The pixel tracker
consists of three 53.3 cm long barrel layers and two end-cap disks on each side of the
barrel section. The innermost barrel layer has a radius of 4.4 cm, while for the second
and third layers the radii are 7.3 cm and 10.2 cm, respectively.
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Figure 3-4: Geometrical layout of the pixel detector and hit coverage as a function of
pseudorapidity q~.
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During the data-taking period addressed by this thesis, 98.4% of the pixel channels
were operational. The fraction of noisy pixel channels was less than 10-5.
CMS Silicon Strip Tracker
The CMS silicon strip tracker is located radially outside of the pixel detector. The
sensor elements in the strip tracker are silicon micro-strip sensors. The tracker is
divided into the barrel tracker region and the endcap region.
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Figure 3-5: Number of measurement points in the strip tracker as a function of
pseudorapidity r/. Filled circles show the total number (stereo modules count as one)
while open squares show the number of stereo layers.
In the barrel region, the silicon sensors have thickness of 320 Pm and a strip pitch
that varies from 80 to 120 pm. The first 2 layers are made with "stereo" modules in
order to provide a measurement in both r - and r - z coordinates. The stereo angle
is chosen to be 100 mrad. This leads to a single-point resolution of between 23-34
pm in the r - # direction and 230 pm in z. In the outer layers of the tracker, longer
strip lengths and wider pitch distances are used since the particle density is lower.
The signal-to-noise ratio in the silicon strip depends on the sensor thickness. It
was measured [28] from first LHC data to be around 20. The tracker was aligned
as described in [29] using cosmic ray data prior to the LHC commissioning. The
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precision achieved for the positions of the detector modules with respect to particle
trajectories is 3-4 Pm in the barrel for the coordinate in the bending plane.
Fig. 3-5 shows the number of detected hits on a track that passes through the
silicon strip tracker. This information is useful in separating true tracks from fake
tracks because true tracks will preferentially have a total of 17 hits (3 from pixel
detector, 10 from silicon strip tracker, and 4 from stereo layers of the silicon strip
tracker) if it passes through the entire tracker.
During the data-taking period addressed by this thesis, 97.2% of the silicon strip
tracker channels were operational.
Zero Suppression Read-out The signals from the silicon sensors are amplified,
processed and stored by a custom integrated circuit, the APV25. Upon a positive Li
trigger decision, the analogue signals of all channels are read-out to Front End Driver
(FED) boards where the signal is digitized. In pp data taking, the pedestal and
common mode noise are calculated and subtracted in the FEDs. The FEDs process
data from up to 96 pairs of APV25 chips, before forwarding zero-suppressed data to
the DAQ online farm. In heavy ion data taking, more sophisticated zero-suppression
algorithm was required due to the high occupancy of the silicon strips. Thus the
detector was read-out in raw mode without zero-suppression, and the improved zero-
suppression algorithm was ran at the HLT.
The reason a more sophisticated zero-suppression algorithm is need for heavy ion
run is because in heavy ion collisions, the occupancy in the first layer of the silicon
strips can reach 20%. It is a challenge to correctly read out the signals in this dense
environment. In particular the common mode calculation was studied in detail to
ensure that no signal is subtracted in the zero-suppression process. An example of
this study is shown in Fig. 3-6. Here the ADC readout of six modules is plotted
versus strip number in the horizontal axis. The yellow highlighted region shows an
example when the common mode was not properly calculated by the simple pp zero-
suppression algorithm. These modules are identified and the raw digitized signals
before pedestal subtraction are saved. This allows us to reprocess the data with a
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Figure 3-6: Illustration of the zero-suppression algorithm used during heavy ion data
taking (Blue open circles connected by blue solid lines). The raw detector read-out
is shown in dashed lines. The zero-suppressed values are shown in red solid lines.
The yellow band highlights the identified module where the high occupancy makes it
difficult for the simple CMS pp zero-suppression algorithm to reconstruct the correct
baseline.
better zero-suppression in case we find a problem with the zero-suppression algorithm
used during data time.
3.1.2 CMS Calorimeter
The CMS calorimeter is designed to measure the energies of electrons, photons and
hadrons that emerge from the collision. The calorimeter system is crucial to the
physics measurements at LHC for three reasons: First, its energy response resolution
improves with energy, in contrast to magnetic spectrometers; second it allows the
measurements of neutral hadrons, which cannot be detected by the tracker; third
it provides the trigger system with quick detection of high PT particles. For the
jet fragmentation analysis, the CMS calorimeter provides the trigger as well the jet
energy and direction measurements. CMS calorimeter is composed of an electromag-
netic calorimeter (ECAL) and a hadronic calorimeter (HCAL). The ECAL is used
mainly to measure electrons and photons through electromagnetic interactions such
as bremsstrahlug and pair production. The hadronic calorimeter is used mainly to
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measure hadrons through the strong interaction. Fig. 3-7 shows the locations of the
ECAL and HCAL in and around the CMS magnet.
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Figure 3-7: Location of the ECAL and the HCAL detectors (quarter slice-longitudinal
cross section) in and around the CMS magnet
CMS Electromagnetic Calorimeter
The Electromagnetic Calorimeter (ECAL) is a hermetic, homogeneous calorimeter
comprising of lead tungstate (PbWO4 ) crystals. These crystals have short radiation
length of XO=0.89cm and Moliere radius of 2.2 cm. They are fast (80% of the light is
emitted within 25ns). However, the relatively low light yield requires use of photode-
tectors with intrinsic gain that can operate in a magnetic field. In the barrel, silicon
avalanche photodiodes (APDs) are used; in the endcaps vacuum phototriodes (VPTs)
are used. The use of PbWO4 crystals allows the design of a compact calorimeter inside
the solenoid. Fig. 3-8 shows the layout of the CMS electromagnetic calorimeter.
The barrel section (EB) has an inner radius of 129 cm. It is constructed with 36
identical "supermodules", each covering 0 < 1j1 < 1.479. Each crystal covers 0.0174
in A0 (~ 1 degree) and Ai. There are a total of 61200 crystals in the central barrel
and 7324 crystals in the two endcaps.
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Figure 3-8: Geometry of the CMS electromagnetic calorimeter in a q-z slice.
CMS Hadronic Calorimeter
The CMS Hadronic Calorimeter (HCAL) is mostly located inside the solenoid magnet
and surrounds the ECAL system. Brass has been chosen as absorber material as
it has a reasonably short interaction length (16.4 cm) and is non-magnetic. It is
complemented by an additional layer of scintillators, referred to as the hadron outer
(HO) detector, lining the outside of the coil. Fig. 3-9 shows the layout of the CMS
hadronic calorimeter.
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Figure 3-9: Geometry of the CMS hadronic calorimeter in a Tj z slice.
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The hadron barrel (HB) part of HCAL consists of 32 towers coming the pseu-
dorapidity region -1.4 < q < 1.4, resulting in a tower segmentation A7q x AOb
0.087 x 0.087. The HB is constructed in 2 half barrels.
The hadron endcaps of HCAL cover the region 1.3 < IT| < 3.0.
Finally steel/quartz fiber Hadron Forward (HF) calorimeter extends the calorime-
ter coverage to JqJ < 5. Neutral component (ie. 7ro) of the hadron shower is preferen-
tially sampled in the HF detection strategy. The front face is located at 11.2 m from
the interaction point. The signal originates from Cerenkov light emitted in the quartz
fibers, which is then channeled by the fibers to photomultipliers. In this thesis, the
HF is not used to analyze jet fragmentation. It is however used as a trigger to select
minimum bias events.
CMS Calorimeter Performance
One important challenge in the jet energy scale performance is the non-linearity of
the HCAL response. Fig. 3-10 shows the single particle energy response of the CMS
calorimeter.
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Figure 3-10: The response of the combined calorimeter system to six different particles
is shown as a function of the beam momentum. Both the EB and HB are calibrated
with 50 GeV/c electrons
This is one of the main reasons that in the thesis analysis, we use particle flow jet
reconstruction (Sec. 3.5.1) which combines the calorimeter information with tracking
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information.
3.1.3 Forward Detectors and Beam Monitoring
The Beam Scintillator Counters (BSC) are a series of scintillator tiles mounted on
the inner side of the HF calorimeters. Situated at forward rapidity together with HF,
BSC serves as a good minimum bias trigger for inelastic collisions. It is also used for
beam-halo rejection.
The Beam Pick-up Timing for Experiments (BPTX) is a beam pickup device
installed around the LHC ring to provide the detectors with the timing structure of
the LHC beam. Two are specifically installed for CMS at 175 m left and right of the
interaction point. The BPTX devices are cylindrical in shape. Proton beams passing
through the enter of the BPTX induce a charge into the electrodes in the device that
signals beam arrival time and position. During heavy ion data taking, the BPTX
signal is used as a gating for the physics triggers to reduce beam background related
noise.
3.1.4 CMS Trigger and Data Acquisition
Due to the high volume of data output in both pp and PbPb, data from only about
0(100) events per second can be written to archival media. The goal of the CMS
data acquisition is to record all interesting physics events, sampling the full collision
luminosity, while at the same time reducing the total data volume. This is realized
by a triggering system in the read-out.
The CMS trigger and data acquisition system consists of 4 parts: the detector
electronics, the Level-i trigger processors (calorimeter, muon, and global), the readout
network, and an online event filter system (processor farm) that executes the software
for the High-Level Triggers (HLT). A diagram of the CMS trigger and data acquisition
system is shown in Fig. 3-11
The Level-i (LI) trigger is a firmware based triggering system. Thus it can process
events with a design output rate of 100kHz in pp collisions. The Li triggers are
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Figure 3-11: The CMS trigger and data acquisition system.
based on information from the CMS calorimeter and muon system, both of which
are detectors that have fast detection time and readout. The HLT is comprised
of an online computing farm running full event reconstruction algorithms based on
the offline analysis reconstruction. The fact that software reconstruction is used at
the second trigger level to select events online is the power of CMS trigger system.
Because the heavy ion event sizes are much larger than pp by up to an order of
magnitude for the central events, the readout bandwidth of the CMS detector in HI
configuration is about 3.5 kHz.
The remaining parts of the CMS detector are not highlighted in this thesis. For
further reading and details of the CMS detector, see [30].
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3.2 Triggering and Event Selection
The data sample used for the thesis analysis was taken from the heavy ion run in
November, 2011 (see Fig 3-12). This was the second heavy ion run at the LHC and
the inelastic collision rate went as high as 5 kHz. The trigger strategy of CMS for
PbPb collisions was constrained by the by the overall rate limitations of about 150 Hz
(physics) for recording events, constrained mainly by the volume of data that could
be stored permanently.
Figure 3-12: Cumulative amount of data collected as a function of time during the
2010 and 2011 heavy ion runs at the LHC.
For these reasons, the Li trigger system had to provide a very efficient and clean
trigger on hadronic collisions, with no or moderate (2 or 3) prescale for minimum bias
events. The Li also had to provide efficient and unprescaled seeds for the High Level
Trigger (HLT) of high-pT jets, muons, or photons.
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3.2.1 Selecting collisions with high energy jets
Since typically only about 0(100) Hz of the collision events can be recorded, making
use of the jet triggers at the Li and HLT levels is necessary to keep the full jet
statistics.
In in the Li trigger, jet triggers with PT > 36 GeV/c and PT > 52 GeV/c thresh-
olds were enabled. The Li jet trigger essentially looks for local maxima in 1I, # map
of the energy deposited in Li calorimeter trigger regions. The Li calorimeter trigger
regions are made of 3 by 3 calorimeter towers. Because there is no underlying event
subtraction, the Li jet triggers are not highly selective in central collisions. It selects
about 30% of the inelastic collisions and almost all of the central collisions. Thus the
required rate reduction of the trigger is achieved in the HLT.
In the HLT, full jet reconstruction is performed using calorimeter energy inputs
and the iterative cone jet algorithm with radius 0.5. An iterative background sub-
traction algorithm is preferred to subtract contributions from the underlying event
as is done offline (Sec. 3.5.3). Four trigger thresholds were used, with PT > 55, 65,
80 and 95 GeV/c. These HLT bits are seeded by the Li jet triggers. Due to the
full jet reconstruction and background subtraction, the HLT jet triggers reduced the
rate of these triggers, with respect to the rate of the Li seed, by roughly an order of
magnitude.
The HLT trigger thresholds and prescales were chosen based on trigger studies
during preparations that lead up to the 2011 PbPb data taking. The studies opti-
mized the trigger thresholds and prescales based on the 2010 data and Monte Calo
simulation. Fig. 3-13 shows the HLT trigger efficiency and fake rate; Fig. 3-14 shows
the projected HLT accept rate based on the accept fraction in 2010 minimum bias
PbPb data and for a predicted interaction rate of 2 kHz in the 2011 data.
For the jet fragmentation analysis in this thesis, the trigger that was finally
used to select events for the analysis is the HLT jet trigger with threshold of 80
GeV/c (HLT-HIJet8O). Motivation for this choice was that HLTHIJet8O was never
prescaled, and it had a low enough threshold not to have any bias for selecting jets
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Figure 3-13: HLT jet trigger efficiency (left) and fake rate (right) based on Monte
Calo simulation.
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Figure 3-14: Projected HLT jet trigger accept rate as a function of trigger threshold
based on 2010 minimum bias PbPb data. Blue points are for rates if trigger thresholds
are applied on corrected jet energy. Red points are for rates if trigger thresholds are
applied on raw jet energy. Rates correspond to inelastic collision frequency of 2kHz.
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The efficiency turn-on for the HLTHIJet8O trigger plotted as a function of the
offline particle flow jet corrected PT is shown in Fig. 3-15. The efficiency is the ratio of
the number of triggered events over the number of minimum bias events, as a function
of the PT of the leading offline jet. The turn-on is not infinitely sharp since the offline
jet reconstruction used here included more sophisticated jet reconstruction (particle
flow jet reconstruction, Sec. 3.5).
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Figure 3-15: Efficiency curves for the HLT-HIJet8O, as a function of the leading jet
transverse momentum with Irq < 2 evaluated from minimum bias sample.
The selection of events for the present analysis was based on the above HLT
triggers on jets. To obtain a pure sample of inelastic collisions, further offline event
selection cuts were applied.
Cleaning of events with anomalous signals in the HCAL
Early commissioning of the CMS HCAL have identified low rates of HCAL read-out
noise, reporting spurious energy deposition. Rejection algorithms have been devel-
oped to remove such falsely triggered events from the HLT dataset [31]. Studies
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performed with the 2010 PbPb data found that a basic collision event selection re-
moved the majority of such HCAL noise events[32]. Nevertheless, the standard CMS
HB/HE noise filter were applied with a few parameters adjusted for the high multi-
plicity environment in PbPb collisions as done in [11].
Jet quality identification by leading track
To reduce any remaining detector noise, jets are selected which compare the maximum
track PT within a jet to that of the total jet PT, keeping those jets with a ratio greater
than 0.01. This selection rejects ~ 1% of jets in Monte Carlo studies.
3.2.2 Offline Collision Event Definition
Finally there can be triggered events due to beam gas, beam background (called
PKAM, Previously Known As "Monster") events, a few more offline event selections
are applied to select real inelastic PbPb collision events. These cleaning cuts are
primarily used for minimum bias event selection, and have only a small effect on the
selected jet events. But as mentioned earlier, they help to reduce jet events triggered
by detector noise. Thus the following collision event definition selections are made on
the jet dataset on top of the previous jet event selections:
1. Beam halo filter: events where any of the BSC halo bits fired (LI Technical Trig-
ger bits 36, 37, 38 or 39) were excluded from the analysis. This happened only
in 0.5% of the events triggered by the HLT jet trigger with 50 GeV/c threshold,
thus any possible biases are negligible. Figure 3-16 shows a correlation between
the number of hits in the first pixel layer and the total HF energy. Collisions
passing all offline event selections (colored points) have a very tight correlation
between the two quantities. However, events that fire the BSC beam halo bits
have very small HF energy and quite a large number of pixel hits (black points
near vertical axis). These are excluded from the analysis.
2. Requirement of a reconstructed 2-track primary vertex was imposed. This re-
quirement removes non-inelastic-collision events (e.g. beam-gas) with large HF
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Figure 3-16: (Left panel) Correlation for 60k minimum bias events in one collision
run (151077) between the number of pixel hits and the total energy deposited by
the HF. Good collisions (colored points) have a tight correlation, while events firing
the BSC halo bits, displaying PKAM-like features, or lacking a valid reconstructed
vertex are off-diagonal (black points). (Right panel) The same correlation for only
those events passing all selection cuts described in the text.
energy deposits but very few pixel hits (black points just above the horizontal
axis in Fig. 3-16).
3. A cut to remove PKAM events, which is a requirement of pixel cluster-length
compatibility with the vertex. This cut is the same as it was for the first
7 TeV pp paper on dN/dr1 and dN/dpT [33]. In Fig. 3-16, most background
events with an excess of pixel hits compared to HF energy are removed by this
selection. Some are already removed by the BSC beam halo filter alone, but all
are eliminated by the combination of these two cuts.
4. A requirement of an off-line HF coincidence, which requires at least 3 towers on
each side of the interaction point in the HF with at least 3 GeV total deposited
energy.
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3.3 Centrality Determination
Since the colliding Pb nuclei have finite extent in size, it is important to know the
"centrality" of the collision, i.e., the amount of overlap (or impact parameter) between
the two colliding nuclei. In this analysis, the observable used to determine centrality
is the total energy deposited in both HF calorimeters. The distribution of the HF
signal used in this analysis is shown in Fig. 3-17 (a). The central events are head-
on collisions, with small impact parameter, that produce many particles (and hence
total HF energy) because of the large number of nucleon-nucleon interactions. These
central collisions are rare since there are fewer ways for the nuclei to hit exactly head-
on. In contrast, peripheral events are glancing collisions which produce few particles.
They are more frequent because there are more ways for the nuclei to imperfectly hit
each other.
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Figure 3-17: Left: Sum of HF Er for minimum bias collisions (black) compared to
those in jet triggered events (blue) in PbPb. Centrality bin division is shown with the
dotted lines. Right: Centrality bin event fraction for minimum bias collisions (black)
- flat by definition, compared to jet triggered events (blue shaded histogram).
The distribution of this total energy was used to divide the event sample into
40 centrality bins, each representing 2.5% of the total inelastic nucleus-nucleus in-
teraction cross section. Because of inefficiencies in the minimum bias trigger and
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event selection, the measured multiplicity distribution does not represent the full in-
teraction cross section. MC simulations were used to estimate the distribution in the
regions where events are lost, mostly occurring in the peripheral bin. Comparing the
simulated distribution to the measured distribution, it is estimated that the minimum
bias trigger and event selection efficiency is 97 ± 3%.
Monte Carlo models (called Glauber model, reviewed in [34]) can be used to
correlate centrality, as quantified by the fraction of the total inelastic collision cross
section, with physical characteristics of the collision. For example the central collisions
can be related to events with small impact parameters. Two other useful physical
quantities are denoted Npart and N,,11. Npart is the total number of nucleons in the
two nuclei which experienced at least one inelastic collision. Nc11 is the total number
of binary nucleon-nucleon collisions.
Note that the selection of rare processes, such as the production of high PT jets,
lead to a strong bias in the centrality distribution of the triggered events towards
more central events. This is because in more central events, Nc,11 is very large and so
more likely for high PT jets to be produced. This bias can be seen clearly in Fig. 3-
17 (b), where distributions of minimum bias (black line) and jet triggered events (blue
shaded histogram) in the 40 centrality bins are shown.
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3.4 Event and Detector Simulation
In this analysis, Monte Carlo (MC) simulations have been used primarily for eval-
uation of reconstruction performance, particularly in determination of tracking effi-
ciency, and jet energy response and resolution. These studies mainly use QCD jet
events simulated by PYTHIA MC generator [35] (version 6.423, tune Z2). These simu-
lated PYTHIA events are propagated through the CMS detector using the GEANT4
package [36] to simulate the detector response.
In order to have rich statistics in all jet PT ranges, different samples are produced
with various cut-off values of PT. These samples are combined with their correspond-
ing cross-section values as weights.
In order to account for PbPb underlying event effects, the PYTHIA events are
embedded into fully simulated PbPb events, generated by HYDJET [37], which is
tuned to describe the minimum-bias PbPb data. The embedding is done by mixing
the simulated digital information from PYTHIA and HYDJET. Table 3.1 summarize
the number of events simulated for each sample.
Table 3.1: Summary of MC simulation statistics
Generator Process Cross section (mb) Number of events
Hydjet Minimum Bias 7640 ± 420 (Glauber) 37k
Pythia + Hydjet PT> 30 GeV/c 1.079 x 10-2 110k
Pythia + Hydjet PT> 50 GeV/c 1.021 x 10-3 190k
Pythia + Hydjet PT> 80 GeV/c 9.913 x 10-5 180k
Pythia + Hydjet PT> 100 GeV/c 3.069 x 10- 890k
Pythia + Hydjet PT> 120 GeV/c 1.128 x 10-5 180k
Pythia + Hydjet PT> 170 GeV/c 1.47 x 10-6 76k
Pythia + Hydjet PT> 200 GeV/c 5.31 x 10-7 67k
Pythia + Hydjet PT> 250 GeV/c 1.192 x 10-7 55k
Pythia + Hydjet PT> 300 GeV/c 3.176 x 10-8 74k
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3.5 Jet Reconstruction
This section aims to describe how the jets used in the fragmentation function mea-
surement are reconstructed. The reconstruction of jets can be divided into two main
steps: first, basic inputs in the form of 4-momentums that represent the particles in
the event are reconstructed; second, jet clustering algorithm is ran on the basic 4-
momentum inputs to form the final list of jets. In the traditional approach at hadron
colliders, the basic inputs are formed mainly from calorimeter hits. In this thesis,
a more recently developed approach, called CMS particle flow algorithm [38], is em-
ployed. In the particle flow approach, information from all CMS sub-detector systems
are used. In the following subsections, the particle flow reconstruction is described
in more detail. After that, the jet clustering algorithm, including the background
subtraction scheme, is described. Finally the performance of the reconstructed jets is
evaluated.
3.5.1 Particle Flow Reconstruction
The idea of the particle flow event reconstruction is to identify and classify all stable
particles in the event, i.e., electrons, muons, photons, charged hadrons, and neutral
hadrons, by combining information from all CMS subdetectors. This allows the op-
timal use of the strengths of the different CMS subdetectors that are designed to
measure different types of particles.
Charged particles are reconstructed by the CMS tracker with high precision. Pho-
ton are reconstructed with an excellent energy resolution by the ECAL. Charged and
neutral hadrons deposit their energy in the HCAL. Muon candidates are the parti-
cles that can pass through both the ECAL and HCAL because they are minimally
ionizing particles and do not interact strongly. The muons are then detected in the
muon chambers. Muons are not relevant for jet reconstruction unless the analysis is
related to heavy flavor jets. In the thesis analysis where inclusive jet fragmentation
function is measured, discussions of muons are omitted.
Reconstructed objects from different subdetectors are combined together to form
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particles. It is important to make sure that for each particle, information from all
subdetectors are linked together. This ensures there is no double counting of energy
in the event. This linking process is illustrated in Fig. 3-18.
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Figure 3-18: A Particle Flow reconstruction event display of a simple hadronic jet in
the (x, y) view (left) and in the r7, q view on the HCAL surface (right). The HCAL
surface is the larger circle at a radius of - 1.8m from the interaction point in the
left figure. In both figures, the Particle Flow clusters are shown as red dots. Blue
dashed lines are the simulated particles given by the generator. Green solid lines
are the reconstructed tracks. The gray tower cells in the left figure and gray boxes
in the right figure show the hit HCAL cells. The gray area is proportional to the
logarithm of the energy measured in each cell. The open green markers represent
charged hadron candidates because the tracks are linked to the hits primarily in the
HCAL. The * markers represent photon candidates because the ECAL clusters (not
shown) are not linked to any tracks. (Figure from [38])
Compared to the traditional approach of using only calorimeter information to
form jets, particle flow algorithm improves jet reconstruction energy response. This
is mainly due to the use of tracker information. By using the track momentum of
charged hadrons instead of HCAL energy, effects of the non-linear HCAL response
(as shown in Fig. 3-10) is reduced. Also the use of tracking information reduces
dependence of the jet energy on the jet fragmentation pattern. This is illustrated in
Fig. 3-19.
Fig. 3-19 shows the corrected response to quark and gluon jets in PYTHIA events.
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Figure 3-19: The jet response for quark and gluon jets for particle-flow and calorimeter
jet reconstruction in PYTHIA.
Quark jets have a harder fragmentation pattern than gluon jets, on average, and thus
show a larger response. This difference in response between quark and gluon jets is
reduced for particle-flow jets, compared to calorimeter jets.
In heavy ion collisions, particle flow is run in nearly the same configuration as
in pp collisions, with a few exceptions. Most notably, the reconstruction of charged
particle tracks uses a different algorithm and different quality selections, as described
in the next section. Particle flow electron reconstruction, links to elements from the
pre-shower detector, and identification of nuclear interactions are disabled.
3.5.2 Jet Algorithm
Recall from Sec. 2.2.2 that due to asymptotic freedom, only the final state stable
fragmentation particles are detected experimentally and never the partons themselves.
A clustering algorithm is needed to identify and combine the final state particles into
jets. As a result jets need to be defined. A jet definition is a set of rules for how
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to group particles into jets and to assign a momentum to the resulting jet. A good
jet definition should be applicable to experimental measurements, to the output of
parton-shower Monte Carlo simulations, and to partonic calculations [39]. The first
part of the jet definition consists of a prescribed set of rules for grouping particles
into jets. These rules are called jet algorithms. The jet algorithms usually have some
parameters that are related to the size of the resulting jets. Once the jets are found,
a scheme is needed to combine the energy of the constituent particles to form the jet
energy (the simplest approach is to directly add their 4-vectors). Taken together, a
jet algorithm with its parameters and an energy recombination scheme form a "jet
definition".
Over the decades since the first proposals to measure jets, a number of jet al-
gorithms have been developed. They each have different strengths and weaknesses,
experimentally or theoretically. In an attempt to arrive at some standard of a unified
experimental and theoretical definition, a set of properties was agreed in 1990. It
came to be known as the "Snowmass accord". It states that the properties of a jet
definition should include [40]:
1. Simple to implement in an experimental analysis;
2. Simple to implement in the theoretical calculation;
3. Defined at any order of perturbation theory;
4. Yields finite cross sections at any order of perturbation theory;
5. Yield a cross section that is relatively insensitive to hadronization
In the most recent CMS analyses that involve jets, and also in this thesis, the anti-
kT algorithm was chosen as the choice jet algorithm which conforms to the Snowmass
accord. In the following section, we will motivate this choice of jet algorithm by
expanding a little more on some of the properties in the Snowmass accord.
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Infrared and Collinear Safety
One important requirement of the Snowmass accord for a jet definition is that the
resulting jets cross sections be theoretically calculable. In this case, the theory being
pQCD, it implies that the cross sections converge at higher orders. Recall that the
soft and collinear gluon radiation processes (q -+ qg) are divergent in pQCD, as seen
in Eq. 2.4. Normally these divergent diagrams are canceled by corresponding loop
matrix elements that enter with the opposite sign. This is illustrated in (a) and (b)
of Fig. 3-20.
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Figure 3-20: Illustration of collinear safety (left) and collinear unsafety (right) to-
gether with its implication for perturbative calculations. Partons are vertical lines,
their height is proportion to their transverse momentum, and the horizontal axis
indicates rapidity. (figure from [39])
If the jet algorithm determines one set of jets with the tree level splitting diagrams,
while giving a different set of jets with the loop diagrams, then the canceling no longer
work, leading to infinite cross sections in perturbation theory [39]. For example cone
algorithms are a general class of algorithms traditionally used at hadron colliders due
to their speed and robustness. Essentially, cone algorithms work by starting from
some seed particle, draw a cone around the particle and move the cone direction
towards the energy centroid of the cone. Once the cone direction coincides with the
cone energy centroid, then the cone is stable and it is declared as a jet. The problem
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with this is that the requirement of an initial hard particle as the seed to the algorithm
can disrupt the cancellation of the divergent diagrams. This is illustrated in (c) and
(d) Fig. 3-20. The splitting of the high PT seed particle into two collinear particle with
lower PT can have the consequence that another high PT particle suddenly becomes
the hardest particle in the event, thus leading to a different set of final jets.
Another difficulty occurs in cone algorithms where all particles above some mini-
mal threshold are used as seeds. Here the addition of a new soft particle can lead to
new stable cones being found and thus changing the final set of jets. This is illustrated
in Fig. 3-21.
jet jet jet jet jet
soft divergence
W W W
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3-21: Illustration of infrared unsafety. The addition of a soft gluon converts
the event from having two jets to just one jet. Here the explicit angular directions of
the partons are shown. (figure from [39])
In short, the Snowmass accord practically implies that a good jet algorithm should
determine a list of final jets independent of the presence of collinear splitting or the
presence of additional soft particles. This is what is meant by infrared and collinear
(IRC) jet algorithms.
Anti-kT Algorithm
The anti-kT algorithm [41], as encoded in the FastJet framework [42], is a type
of sequential recombination jet algorithm. Sequential recombination algorithms are
algorithms that repeatedly recombine pairs of particles that are close in some distance
measure. Because this recombination scheme in some sense reverses the QCD parton
branching, it has the advantage of usually being IRC safe. To be specific the algorithm
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can be summarized as ([39]):
1. For each pair of particles i, j work out the particle-pair distance measure
AR?.
di =min(p2 2 ) R 2  (3.1)
In addition, for each particle work out the particle-beam distance measure
diB =Ph (3.2)
Where AR?. = (71, - ijy) 2 + (0, - #j)2 is the angular distance in 71, # space, and
R is a parameter of the algorithm that acts similar to the role of a cone radius,
as will be explained shortly.
2. Find the minimum of the dij and diB.
3. If it is a dij , recombine i and j into a single new particle and return to step 1.
4. Otherwise, if it is a diB, declare i to be a [final-state] jet, and remove it from
the list of particles. Return to step 1.
5. Stop when no particles remain.
AR?.The word kT is related to the R2" term which denote a measure of relative trans-
verse momentum between the two particles. The name anti-kT reflect the inverse
P2 in the equations. This inverse momentum term prioritize hard particles over soft
particles. Thus the jets grow outward around hard particle "seeds". This helps the
algorithm to be insensitive to additional soft particles either from soft QCD radia-
tions or from the underlying event background. And unlike cone algorithms, anti-kT
algorithm is also collinear safe because a collinear branching automatically gets com-
bined at the beginning of the sequence. We see that R determines the size of the jet:
AR?.
if a particle i has no other particles within a distance R then > 1 and thus the
diB will be smaller than the dij. The result is a IRC safe algorithm that gives rise to
circular hard jets, making it a good replacement for the traditional cone algorithms.
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These are the reasons anti-kT algorithm was chosen as the default jet algorithm in
CMS.
In this thesis, anti-kT algorithm with R=0.3 is used to combine the particle-flow
candidates into jets. The small effective cone size (as compared to 0.5) helps to reduce
the sensitivity of jet reconstruction to distortions in the energy scale that could arise
by picking up radiated energy from the quenching process or from fluctuations of the
background from soft collisions.
3.5.3 Underlying event subtraction
One of the major challenges to jet reconstruction in heavy ion collisions is to un-
derstand the uncorrelated background within the selected jet cone due to the large
multiplicity in the heavy ion collisions.
The algorithm used in this thesis to subtract the underlying event background
is a variant of an iterative "noise/pedestal subtraction" technique. This technique
is designed for discrete quantification of the energy in T1 and #, which works well
for a calorimetric measurement. To use the same subtraction code to candidates
reconstructed with particle flow, which have a continuous distribution in momentum
space, a calorimeter tower geometry is imposed on the PF objects [43]. This is
performed by summing up the PT of the PF candidates that point to a fixed ij x # bin
that corresponds to the HCAL cell granularity, as shown in Fig. 3-22. Here the PT is
evaluated with respect to the momentum values of candidates at the vertex, not the
calorimeter surface. After this projection, the mean value < Ecen > and dispersion
o-(Ecei) of the energies in each of these cells are calculated from the ring of cells at the
same pseudorapidity. This approach is the same as employed in [44] and originally
described in [45].
A pedestal energy is subtracted from each cell with the cell energy being set to
zero in the case that the pedestal value is larger than the cell energy. The algorithm
subtracts (Eceii) +a(Ecen), rather than < Ecei >, from each cell in order to compensate
for the bias caused by this elimination of negative energy. The jet clustering algorithm
is run on the subtracted towers. The pedestal calculation is then redone excluding
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Figure 3-22: Projection of PF candidates into calorimeter tower geometry in r -
view. The blue block represents one single barrel HCAL cell (A0 = 0.087). The red
blocks represent the 5 ECAL cells (A0 = 0.0174) which fit into a single HCAL cell.
cells within R < 0.5 (R =- 2 + 172) of any jet of PT > 15 GeV/c. The threshold of
15 GeV/c was chosen based on a study where response and resolution are optimized
in central dijet embedded in PbPb simulations. The cell energies are updated with
the new pedestal function (again subtracting mean plus dispersion). The final sample
of jets is then reconstructed from this set of pseudo-towers.
Underlying event simulation comparison to data
A crucial issue in the evaluation of jet reconstruction performance is the understand-
ing of the local fluctuations in the underlying event, and the accuracy of the simulation
of these effects. For this, minimum bias events are analyzed by summing up energies
in cones with randomly determined axes. The estimated background fluctuations
are shown in Fig. 3-23. It shows that the background fluctuations as a function of
centrality are consistent between data and HYDJET. The estimated background can
also be subtracted from these random cones (taking a tower energy to be zero if it is
below the amount of estimated background), and the subtracted energy distributions
describe the positive part of the fluctuations of reconstructed jet energy.
To further understand the background behavior, one can sum up the estimated
background for each jet, and plot the distributions of this background as a function of
jet PT and centrality. The subtracted background (PT) for reconstructed jets within
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Figure 3-23: Study of background fluctuations by random cones, from peripheral
(left) to central (right) events. Data are represented by filled circles, minimum bias
HYDJET simulations by lines. The top row is the sum of PT in a cone of size 0.3, and
the bottom row shows the sum of PT subtracted from that cone, where pseudotowers
that fall below the estimated background are not counted. Error bars are statistical.
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lution parameter of R = 0.3 in PbPb collisions data can is shown in Fig. 3-24. The
average background (in terms of (PT) and RMS) is consistent with simulations over
the wide range of reconstructed jet PT.
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Figure 3-24: Subtracted underlying event background PT for jets reconstructed with
100 < PT( GeV/c) < 110 for different PbPb collision centralities. Data is represented
by closed symbols, MC by the histogram, and statistical uncertainty is shown.
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3.5.4 Jet Energy Scale and Resolution
CMS uses a factorized multi-step approach to correct the jet energy [46]. The sepa-
rate relative (r7) and the absolute (PT) correction steps are required to correct for the
variation in jet energy response in pseudorapidity and the transverse momentum con-
secutively. These relative (L2) and absolute (L3) corrections are applied to correct for
the variation in jet energy response in pseudorapidity and PT [47, 48]. The factorized
approach allows for the study and optimization of each correction separately. For the
results shown in this thesis the corrections are applied to the uncorrected jet energy
as illustrated in the Equation 3.3,
Corrected Jet Energy = (Raw Jet Energy - offset) x C(rel : r/) x C(abs : PT) (3.3)
with C(rel : rq) and C(abs : PT) denoting respective correction factors. Jet energy
corrections are derived from PYTHIA simulations. Jets reconstructed with particle
flow utilizing heavy ion tracking require different corrections than those derived in pp
at 7 TeV with pp tracking.
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Figure 3-25: Raw response, corrected response and resolution for anti-kT PF jets
using R=0.3, in (pp) PYTHIA simulations.
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PYTHIA pp dijet events at 2.76 TeV are reconstructed with heavy ion tracking,
anti-kT with resolution parameter of 0.3, and particle flow. As these are pure pp
simulations, no pileup subtraction is used. Jet corrections are computed and applied
using the standard JetMET energy correction framework. Figure 3-25 shows the
jet energy before and after applying the computed corrections in pp. For the PbPb
analysis we assume the background subtraction is factorized from the jet energy scale
of the embedded jet. Thus these pp derived L2 and L3 corrections are applied to
underlying event subtracted jets in PYTHIA+HYDJET simulations and data.
To validate the jet energy correction procedure the energy of the corrected, recon-
structed jets are compared to the their matched generated jets. The mean of these
distributions is found as the corrected jet energy scale, shown in the lower plots in
Fig. 3-26. Jet energy scale from pp simulations are shown as closed circles, and from
PbPb as open circles. The PYTHIA results are close to unity as expected. The jet
energy scale for PbPb deviates from unity, and is included in the later systematic
uncertainty.
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Figure 3-26: Jet PT response and PT resolution for anti-kT jet algorithm with R=0.3
for pp (PYTHIA Z2) and different centralities in PbPb (PYTHIA Z2 + HYDJET 1.8).
Different centralities are shown from left (peripheral) to right (central) for PbPb,
with the pp simulations repeated in all centralities.
The upper parts of Fig. 3-26 show the jet PT resolution, which is found from the
width of the RecoJet/GenJet ratio distributions. In peripheral collisions, the PbPb
resolution is similar to that of pp. However, in central collisions, the jet PT resolution
of PbPb simulations is worse at lower GenJet PT, and closer to pp at higher GenJet
PT. As the effective jet radius increases (0.2 to 0.4) and the jet finder (even with pileup
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subtraction) has the opportunity to pick up more background, the jet PT resolution
worsens for lower GenJet PT values.
3.5.5 Jet Finding Efficiency
The jet finding efficiency and fake rate are studied with an inclusive jet selection
within lqA < 2 in minimum bias HYDJET events. Reconstructed jets are matched
to the corresponding generator jet position within AR( ZKO 2 + Ar7 2 ) < 0.3. The
jet reconstruction efficiency is given as the fraction of reconstructed jets that have a
matched GenJet for a particular GenJet PT, as shown in Fig. 3-27 (left).
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Figure 3-27: Left panel shows jet reconstruction efficiency (i.e., the fraction of genjets
that have matched, reconstructed jets) in 10% most central HYDJET events. Right
panel shows the fraction of inclusive fake jets in 10% most central HYDJET events.
Right panel of Figure 3-27 shows the fake jet fraction in the HYDJET sample for
the 10% most central events. Fake jets are defined as reconstructed jets with no
matching generated jet within AR < 0.3.
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3.6 Charged Particle Reconstruction
3.6.1 Tracking Algorithm
The heavy ion track reconstruction [49] is a modified version of the minimum bias
pp tracking [50] algorithm with several parameters tuned to cope with high track
density environment in PbPb collisions.
The charged particles are reconstructed in the following steps, which are similar
to [7]. First, prior to track reconstruction, the three-dimensional primary vertex po-
sition is fitted from a collection of pixel-only tracks reconstructed with three hits in
the pixel detector and extrapolated back to a region around the beam spot. Next, to
reduce the random combinatorial background, track candidates are built from triplet
seeds alone, consisting of hits in three layers of the pixel barrel and endcap detectors.
The seeds from a restricted region within 2 mm of the primary vertex are constructed
with a minimum PT of 0.9 GeV/c. Further selections are made on the normalized
goodness-of-fit (i.e. X2) of the track fit and on the compatibility of the fitted triplet
seeds with the primary vertex, before propagating the seed trajectories through the
strip tracker to build fully reconstructed tracks. To improve the track reconstruction
efficiency, two more iterations of the tracking are performed after removing hits un-
ambiguously belonging to the tracks found in the first iteration. This procedure is
based on the standard pp iterative tracking [51]. More efficient pp-based triplet-track
and pixel-pair seedings are used in the second and third iterations, respectively. The
tracks found in the later iterations are merged with the first-iteration tracks after
removing any duplicate tracks, based on the fraction of shared hits. A notable dif-
ference compared to the tracking method described in Ref. [7] is the omission of the
"calorimeter compatibility" requirement. This compatibility condition allowed the
loosening of the track quality selection criteria by requiring a track-PT-proportional
energy deposited in the closest ECAL and HCAL calorimeter cells. In the analyses
presented in this document the track quality criteria are never loosened to keep a low
fake track rate especially for tracks at ITi > 1.4. The minimal transverse momentum
for tracks entering the analyses was set to 1 GeV/c.
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In order to minimize the contribution of fake and non-primary tracks while main-
taining relatively high efficiency in the highest track density environment, the follow-
ing additional quality selections were applied to the tracks from the HiGlobalPrim-
Track collection, a standard heavy-ion tracking collection:
" relative PT uncertainty below 5%: trk.ptError)/trk.pt)< 0.05
" at least 12 hits on the track: trk.numberOfValidHits>= 12
" relative impact parameter cuts: abs(dQ/dOerr)< 3 AND abs(dz/dzerr)< 3
" normalized X2 per track layers with hit: chi2npar<= 0.4,
where dO and dz refer to the impact parameter calculated with respect to the
primary vertex, e.g., trk.dO(vtx.position(). Also, d0err and dzerr refer to the sums
in quadrature of the transverse and longitudinal track impact parameter uncertainties
and the respective uncertainties on the vertex position. Note that in the second and
third iteration, a stricter requirement of 14 hits on the track was imposed because
the higher iterations are more prone to fake tracks.
3.6.2 Tracking Performance
The study of the tracking performance is of primary importance for this analysis. The
tracking performance was studied using jet events simulated with PYTHIA Z2 embed-
ded into a HYDJET 1.8 background. The track-by-track corrections are computed in
track T/, track PT, neighboring jet PT and event centrality bins without any selection
criteria imposed on reconstructed jets.
The performance of tracking depends on the local environment in which the track-
ing operates. Therefore the tracking correction tables are computed for four centrality
classes used in the analysis: 0-10%, 10-30%, 30-50% and 50-100%. The tracking ef-
ficiency (upper set of points) and the fake track rate (lower set of points) for the
PYTHIA and for the four HYDJET-embedded PYTHIA centrality classes are shown in
Fig. 3-28. At low PT the efficiency is -8% higher for the PYTHIA sample than for the
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HYDJET-embedded PYTHIA, while at high PT the difference is about 2%. The fake
rate is small for all samples, it ranges from 4% at 1 GeV/c to 2% at 120 GeV/c.
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Figure 3-28: Tracking efficiency (upper set of points) and fake track rate (lower set
of points) as a function of track PT computed simulated samples. Left panel is for
tracks in mid-rapidity, right panel is for tracks in the full tracker acceptance.
To understand the performance of tracking using the CMS tracker, it is important
to note that the high granularity of the detector requires a high density of the on-
detector electronics and cooling system. Fig. 3-29 shows the material budget of the
tracker as a function of r1. The presence of the material leads to multiple scattering,
bremsstrahlung, photon conversion and nuclear interactions. These material related
effects cause a relatively worsened tracking performance in the regions with greater
material budget.
In order to test the precision of the track reconstruction procedure, various tests
were performed. In these so called "closure" tests the fully corrected track distribu-
tions are compared to the generator level truth, and the agreement is evaluated. The
closure test for the inclusive charged particle spectrum in PT > 80 GeV/c HYDJET-
embedded PYTHIA events selected by the inclusive jet selection criteria is shown in
Fig. 3-30. The generator level and the corrected reconstructed track level distribu-
tions agree within 2%. For tracks found within the jet cone the agreement is better
than 5%.
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Figure 3-30: Left: the generator truth (red histogram), the raw reconstructed (cir-
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HYDJET embedded PYTHIA sample. The events are selected according to the inclusive
jet selection requirements. Right: the ratio of the reconstructed and the generator
truth distributions.
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3.6.3 Tracking Validation
Because the tracking efficiency correction used in this analysis is derived from the
HYDJET Heavy Ion Monte Carlo (MC), it is important to check that track quality
variables are similar in minimum bias data and simulation.
To demonstrate the validity of the quality cuts, we begin by examining the uncut
HiGlobalPrim Tracks. First, the number of valid hits on a track shown is in Fig. 3-31.
We see that there is a peak around 17. This is expected for real tracks, because in CMS
there are 3 pixel layers, 10 strip layers and 4 stereo layers. Thus we see that the peak
around 17 valid hits corresponds to real tracks while the first peak corresponds to fake
tracks. This observation is also confirmed by explicitly examining fake (unmatched)
tracks in MC (Fig. 3-32). Thus we see that the number of valid hits on a tracks nicely
separates real and fake tracks. We note that the minimum of this distribution is the
same in data and MC, and this justifies our cut at 13.
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Figure 3-31: The distribution of number of valid hits (Nit,) for HiGlobalPrim Tracks
in data and MC, in different track PT bins.
Given a minimum of 13 valid hits, we expect that the remaining tracks will have
a much reduced fraction of fake tracks. We next look at the x2 per tracker layer for
tracks with nhit >= 13 cut. This is shown in Fig. 3-33. We see that real tracks have
a peak around x2 = 0. Also we see that the MC distribution nicely describes data.
After we require these two baseline cuts (minimum of 13 valid hits and a normal-
ized x 2 per tracker layer less than 0.15), the remaining tracks contain a small fraction
of fake tracks. We compare the remaining tracking quality variables after these two
cuts to gain confidence that the efficiency we estimate in MC is applicable to data.
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Figure 3-32: The distribution of number of valid hits (Nist) for HiGlobalPrim Tracks
in MC comparing all reconstructed tracks with fake tracks. The tracks are from all
centralities, with a leading jet 1r/1 < 2 and pT > 80GeV/c.
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Figure 3-33: The distribution of X2 per tracker layer for HiGlobalPrimTracks with 13
valid hits in data and MC, in different track PT bins.
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Figures 3-34-3-38 show data compared to MC distributions of the five track quality
variables applied in the HiGood Tight Tracks cuts for different PT ranges, inclusive in
centrality. We see a good agreement between the data and the MC. Note that from
the final track efficiency figures (Fig. 3-28), we expect the dependence on centrality
to be small.
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Figure 3-34: The distribution of relative PT uncertainty for HiGlobaiPrim Tracks given
baseline cuts in data and MC, in different track PT bins.
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Figure 3-35: The distribution of number of valid hits on a track for HiGlobalPrim-
Tracks given baseline cuts in data and MC, in different track PT bins.
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Figure 3-37: The distribution of relative impact parameter in the beam direction for
HiGlobalPrim Tracks given baseline cuts in data and MC, in different track PT bins.
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Figure 3-38: The distribution of relative impact parameter in the traverse plane for
HiGlobalPrim Tracks given baseline cuts in data and MC, in different track PT bins.
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Chapter 4
Jet Fragmentation Analysis
As discussed in Theory Sec. 2.3.2, colored partons propagating through QGP are ex-
pected to interact strongly with the QCD medium and lose energy. Since the decades
that followed Bjorken's first proposal, experimental measurement of in-medium jet
modification have today become a reality with the modern relativistic heavy ion col-
liders at Brookhaven (RHIC) and recently at CERN (LHC). In Chapter 3 basics of jet
and charged particle reconstruction have been described. In this chapter, we now put
the individual ingredients together and present the analysis of jet fragmentation mea-
surement in PbPb and pp. The goal is to measure the distribution of particles which
fragment from a jet in heavy ion collisions and to compare it to vacuum expectations.
Recall from Sec. 2.3.3 that most of the quenching models expect medium interac-
tions to cause a softening of the jet fragmentation function. Before going to technical
details of the analysis and the results, it is instructive to first examine the event dis-
play of a di-jet event in a central heavy ion collision. The q, # unrolled calorimeter
energy deposition in one such example event is shown in Fig. 4-1.
In Fig. 4-1, energy deposited in the calorimeter is plotted in the z axis versus
T1, #. Two jets can be clearly seen that stand above the underlying event background.
These two jets form a di-jet pair because they are well back-to-back in #, as can be
seen in the r - # projection of the same event in the top panel of Fig. 4-2.
From the detector displays in Fig. 4-1 and Fig. 4-2, we see the di-jet pair has
un-balanced momentum in the transverse plane. The highest PT jet has PT = 205
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[Ci S Experiient at LHC, CERN
ta r6corded: Jun Noy 14 19:332010 T
-5un/Event-151076 1328520
m secion 24
Figure 4-1: Example of an unbalanced dijet in a central PbPb collision event at
sNN= 2.76 TeV. The summed transverse energy in the ECAL and HCAL calorime-
ters is plotted vs. r/ and 0. (17 is the longer edge of the rectangle in the plot) The
HCAL and ECAL towers are selected with a minimum PT selection at > 1 GeV/c.
The identified jets are highlighted and labeled with the corrected jet transverse mo-
mentum.
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CMS Experiment at LHC, CERN
Data recorded: Sun Nov 14 19:31:39 2010 CEST
Run/Event: 151076/1328520
Lumi section. 249 -1
M C recoci -Sun Nov 14 19:3139 2010 CES T
Ruri -'FE 51076 1322524Lumi *&cbon. 249
Figure 4-2: Same event as Fig. 4-1, but with different r - 0 and r - z projections
of the detector including tracks. The height of the calorimeter cells represent the
summed transverse energy in the electromagnetic and hadron calorimeters. The tow-
ers highlighted in blue and red show the towers in the jet region in Fig. 4-1.
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GeV/c, while its partner has PT = 70 GeV/c. This is puzzling since from the r - #
event display, we know that the hard parton scattering is a 2 to 2 process. This is
shown in a diagrammatic drawing of the event:
jet
jet
Figure 4-3: r - q view of the hard scattering of the event display above. Note the
out-going jets are back-to-back in # (Figure from [23].)
Since the incoming beams have EPr = 0, the outgoing hard scattered partons must
also have Ep-= 0, due to momentum conservation. Thus the observed momentum
imbalance is caused by interactions in the final state. We think this is due to energy
loss of the partons within the dense QCD medium formed in the heavy ion collisions,
as discussed in the Theory section 2.3.2. Since the hard scatterings occur randomly
within the collisions volume, one parton has traversed a longer path than the other,
thus losing more energy.
Now that we think the lower energy jet has undergone more medium interaction,
we can visually compare the fragmentation patterns of the two jets. By inspection
from Fig. 4-1, we see the lower PT jet has relatively more low PT particles as compared
to its less modified partner. At the same time the fragmentation products appear to be
more spread out forming a larger jet area. To compare these qualitative observations
to theory, more quantitative analyses are needed. This forms the remaining content
of this chapter.
One main challenge to the analysis is the high multiplicity environment as shown
in the three event displays in Fig. 4-1 and Fig. 4-2. The jets are immersed in an
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"underlying event" due to low PT particle production coming from the heavy ion
collision. These background particles are not produced by jet fragmentation and
their effects need to be subtracted.
4.1 Analysis Overview
The main steps of the analysis can be summarized as follows:
1. Event selection.
2. Jet reconstruction and selection.
3. Track reconstruction and selection.
4. Construction of fragmentation function based on the reconstructed and selected
jets and tracks.
5. Underlying event subtraction.
6. Construction of pp reference
7. Additional analysis level corrections.
The following sections will address each of the individual steps. Afterwards, sys-
tematic uncertainties of the measurement are estimated and justified.
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4.2 Jet Fragmentation Function Observable
The theoretical definition of fragmentation function was given in the Sec. 2.2.2 by
Eq. 2.1 and Eq. 2.2. Experimentally, jet fragmentation functions are measured by
reconstructing charged-particle tracks that are contained within the parent jet cones.
Due to inherent limitations of hadron collider experiments, the experimental definition
of the fragmentation variable, z, varies slightly from the theory definition. This thesis
follows the experimental definition as used previously at hadron colliders [52]. The
fragmentation function is presented as a function of the variable
1 P track
=ln- ; z = et (4.1)
z Pi
where ptrack is the momentum component of the track along the jet axis, and pie,
is the magnitude of the jet momentum. This definition differs from the theoretical
definition in Sec. 2.2.2 by O(AR 2 )). The tracks in a cone of AR = \(AO$) 2 + (A77) 2 <
0.3 around the jet axis are selected for analysis. The choice of using the variable
= ln(1/z) is motivated by anzats to the pQCD evolution equations as described
in Sec. 2.2.3. The fragmentation function, defined as 1/Njet dNtrack/d, gives the
expected number of final state fragmentation particles per jet at a given . Note
that here no particle identification is used, we are measuring the species inclusive
fragmentation function.
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4.3 Event Selections and Analysis Cuts
The starting point of the analysis is to select a set of jet candidate events for perform-
ing the fragmentation measurement. As described in Sec. 3.2, CMS uses a (two-level)
trigger system for recording collision datasets. The main trigger used for the fragmen-
tation analysis is HLTHIJet80, which selects high momentum jet candidate events at
the online level. This trigger uses fully reconstructed jets based on calorimeter infor-
mation. The online threshold of 80 GeV/c is chosen such that it is fully efficient for
jets with offline reconstructed and corrected PT above 100 GeV/c (Sec. 3.2.1). Given
the jet triggered dataset, the events are further filtered by a set of offline event selec-
tion criteria that result in a pure sample of true inelastic collisions events as described
in Sec. 3.2.2. Finally the events are passed through an offline jet event pre-selection
to select a subset of events that have at least one reconstructed calorimeter jet with
PT > 90 GeV/c in the calorimeter barrel or endcap region (Jill < 3). This "skimming"
step selects the highest momentum jets of interest and is intended to speed up the
full analysis reconstruction that includes the iterative tracking (Sec. 3.6) and particle
flow reconstruction (Sec. 3.5). This forms the set of events used for jet fragmentation
analysis.
Given the events passing analysis event selection, particle flow jets are recon-
structed with the anti-kT algorithm (r = 0.3, Sec. 3.5). All reconstructed jets with
100 < PT < 300 GeV/c and ij| < 2 are considered for analysis. The choice of jet
I < 2 is motivated by the fact that particle flow jets have best performance when
the jet is completely within the tracker acceptance (IT| < 2.4). Jets with PT > 100
were chosen for the analysis because it is the lowest PT where both jet reconstruction
as well as the trigger are highly efficient (Fig. 3-27, Fig. 3-15). The offline event
pre-selection of a calorimeter jet with PT > 90 GeV/c introduces a slight inefficiency
at the analysis threshold of jet PT > 100 GeV/c. This is shown in Fig. 4-4. The in-
verse of the jet spectrum ratio of after/before the offline calorimeter jet skim (bottom
row of Fig. 4-4) was used as reweighting factors to correct for this slight skimming
inefficiency.
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Figure 4-4: Comparison of jet spectra in in the jet triggered events before and
after the calorimeter jet PT > 90 GeV/c offline jet event pre-filtering in the analysis
centrality bins. Top row shows the unity normalized jet spectra before and after the
calorimeter jet event pre-filtering. Bottom row shows the ratio of the spectra.
Tracks are also reconstructed using iterative tracking (Sec. 3.6) for the selected
analysis events. The reconstructed tracks are then further filtered by a set of track
quality cuts to ensure a low fake rate and reasonably high tracking efficiency (Sec. 3.6.2).
For the fragmentation analysis only tracks with PT > 1 GeV/c and ir77 < 2.4 are con-
sidered. This choice of track lower PT threshold at 1 GeV is because the tracking
efficiency (Fig. 3-28) for iterative tracks drops very quickly below 1 GeV. 1r/1 < 2.4
corresponds to the tracker acceptance.
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4.4 Fragmentation Function Construction
Once the jets and tracks are reconstructed and selected in the analysis events, the
fragmentation function can be constructed for PT > 100 GeV/c jets. Tracks contained
within the jet cones at AR < 0.3 are selected for the fragmentation measurement.
For each particle the quantity (Equ. 4.1), is calculated and entered into a histogram.
Each track is entered with a weight that is the result of the tracking efficiency and
fake rate correction. The histogram is then normalized by the number of selected jets
(Sec. 4.2). The resulting histogram is the 1/Njet dNtrack/d< distribution. The raw
fragmentation functions are shown as open circles in the left of Fig. 4-5 and 4-6 for
the different analysis centrality bins.
The integral of the histogram is just the average number of (charged) particles
per jet that are in the jet cone at AR < 0.3. The jet PT distributions of the se-
lected jets are also shown in the figures. Notice the general hump-back shape of the
fragmentation distribution in as discussed in Sec. 2.2.3.
Note that the fragmentation function decreases sharply at ( ~ 4.6, in contrast to
the gradual decrease as seen in Fig. 2-11. This sharp fall off is due to the kinematic
thresholds of the analysis at jet PT > 100 GeV/c and track PT > 1 GeV/c, which
translates to ~ ln(100/1) = 4.6. Another useful number to build some intuition
in reading the plot is that for a jet with PT =100 GeV/c, = 1 approximately
corresponds to tracks of PT 100/0 = 37 GeV/c.
For the central events in Fig. 4-5 there is a high number of tracks that are contained
within the jet cone at low PT around the analysis threshold of track PT > 1 GeV/c,
~ 4.6 reflecting the high multiplicity environment. The contribution from the
uncorrelated heavy ion background results in a bump shape at - 4.6. The low PT
tracks are particles produced by the underlying heavy ion collision that are within
the jet cone. These particles are not associated with jet fragmentation and need to
be corrected for.
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Figure 4-5: Fragmentation function calculation in the two top analysis centrality bins
(0-10% and 10-30%). Right is the spectra of jet transverse momentum. Background
was estimated from r/ reflection method.
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Background was estimated from rI reflection method.
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4.5 Underlying Event Background Subtraction
As discussed above, due to the high level of underlying event activity coming from
the heavy-ion collisions, tracks that are not associated with the jet fragmentation can
be included in the jet cone. Experimentally we cannot distinguish which tracks are
from the heavy ion event and which tracks are from jet fragmentation. Instead the
uncorrelated background contribution is subtracted statistically in the ( distribution.
A method called the q-reflection method is used in this analysis.
Figure 4-7: Same r - z view of the detector as in Fig. 4-2, but with the jet regions
(dark blue) and ?7 reflected regions (faint blue) highlighted.
The underlying event contribution that is not associated with the hard interaction,
is estimated by selecting charged particles that lie in a background jet cone obtained
by reflecting the original jet cone around rj= 0 while keeping the same # coordinate.
The motivation for this approach can be illustrated by looking at the event display in
Fig. 4-7. The figure is the same as the bottom panel of Fig. 4-2, except it is highlighted
to emphasize the jet region (dark blue) in contrast to the underlying heavy ion event
(gray). From this r - z view of the heavy ion event, it can be seen that the underlying
event is 7 symmetric around the collision point. This is expected since the incoming
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beams are z symmetric. Not only so, we know from studies of azimuthal anisotropy of
charged particles at high PT that the correlation function between a high PT particle
and another particle in A71 is symmetric [53]. Thus the reflected 77 region is a good
control region to estimate the background distributions in the jet region.
To estimate the background particle distribution within the jet cone, for each
signal jet, a separate histogram is filled using the jet PT and particles in the reflected
jet cone just as what was done in the signal cone. It is then also normalized to the
number of selected jets. The background distribution is subtracted from the raw
distribution obtained from the signal jet cone. Assuming the average background
is perfectly q symmetric, what then remains is just the distribution from the jet
fragmentation alone.
(Bkg) 0
9.
Jet Ever t
-2 2
Figure 4-8: Diagram of the analysis regions for the jets cones, background cones, and
excluded jets.
For this procedure, jets in the region lql <0.3 are excluded to avoid overlap be-
tween the signal jet region and the region used for background estimation. The
different analysis regions are summarized in the diagram in Fig. 4-8. The estimated
background contribution to the fragmentation function using the ' reflection method
are shown as the black histogram line in Fig. 4-5 and 4-6. And the background
subtracted distributions are shown in the figures as solid plot dots.
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4.6 Constructing pp Reference
In order to quantify the medium-related effects, the results are compared to the
reference jet fragmentation function based on pp data. The dataset used for this
reference analysis was from pp collisions at the same per nucleon collision energy,
SNN = 2.76 TeV, as the heavy ion data. The events were collected with a jet trigger
having threshold of PT > 60 GeV/c based on jets reconstructed from the calorimeter
information. Offline event selection procedure similar to the heavy ion analysis was
applied to obtain a pure set of pp inelastic collision events. For the pp events, jets and
tracks were reconstructed with the same reconstruction algorithms as in the heavy ion
analysis. The same analysis thresholds were applied and the fragmentation analysis
was repeated as in heavy ion data. The raw pp jet fragmentation function is shown
in Fig. 4-9.
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Figure 4-9: Fragmentation function calculation for the pp analysis. Right is the
spectra of jet transverse momentum. Background was estimated from 1 method.
(disregard the centrality label in the left plot)
For a proper comparison between pp and PbPb collisions, the jet momentum res-
olution deterioration in PbPb events has to be taken into account. The jet energy
resolution in PbPb and pp was discussed in section 3.5.4, and shown in Fig. 3-26.
For analysis usage, the jet energy scales and resolutions were parametrized as a func-
tion of jet PT for the four analysis centrality bins in PbPb and in pp. These are
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shown in Fig. 4-10. The figure shows the jet energy scale and jet energy resolu-
tion parametrization for PYTHIA di-jet events (blue) and also PYTHIA di-jet events
embedded into simulated HYDJET heavy ion events (red).
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Figure 4-10: Parametrization of jet energy scale (top) and resolution (bottom) using
PYTHIA+HYDJET events.
From the direct overlay of the jet energy resolutions (bottom, Fig. 4-10), we
see in peripheral PbPb events, the jet energy resolution in PbPb is comparable to
pp. However, as the centrality increases, the PbPb jet energy resolution becomes
increasingly worse than pp.
To treat the difference in jet energy resolution in the PbPb and pp jets, one may
directly unfold the jet energy used in the distributions given the response matrix.
However, because jet energy only enters the fragmentation analysis as a higher order
effect, we choose to simply smear the pp jets to match the PbPb jet resolution. For
each jet in pp data, the reconstructed PT is smeared by the quadratic difference of
the jet resolution in PbPb and pp as shown in Fig. 4-10. To be precise, for each
pp jet, a random number was drawn from a Gaussian distribution with a mean of 1
and width of Odiff = cbPb - U2 , where OcPbPb and opp are the PbPb and pp jet
energy resolutions respectively. The smeared jet PT distribution in PYTHIA is shown
in Fig. 4-11 and overlaid with the PYTHIA+HYDJET to show that smearing allows the
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pp distribution to better match with with PbPb. The data is shown in Fig. 4-12.
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Figure 4-11: Top row shows jet PT distributions in PYTHIA+HYDJET (red dot)
compared to the jet PT distributions in smeared PYTHIA. The bottom shows the
ratio of the distributions of PbPb/pp.
Fig. 4-12 shows the smeared pp jet distributions from pp data in comparison with
the jet PT distribution in PbPb data. In contrast to MC, even after the pp smearing
the jet PT distribution in PbPb is still different than that of pp. This effect is not
an occupancy related effect, since we see that even given the increasing multiplicity
background in the MC analysis, the PbPb jet PT distribution was similar to pp in all
centralities in PbPb MC. Thus the difference in the jet PT distribution is like to by
caused by real physics.
The physics of the jet PT distribution in PbPb is not the goal of this analysis.
What concerns the jet fragmentation analysis is to keep the jet kinematic constraints
consistent in the PbPb to pp comparison. That is, we want to compare the fragmen-
tation function of PbPb jets at the same jet energy as the pp jets so that the exact
shape of the jet PT distribution factorized out of the analysis. The inverse of the
PbPb/pp ratio in the bottom of Fig. 4-12 is applied as a re-weighting factor to the
smeared pp data, such that the resulting pp jet PT distribution matches the one in
PbPb in each centrality bin of the analysis. To be precise, the re-weighting factor is
applied to each jet as a function of jet PT and analysis centrality bin when generating
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Figure 4-12: Comparison of jet spectra in PbPb data and the smeared pp data is
shown in the top row. The bottom plots are the ratios of PbPb to pp, which are used
as the re-weighting factor in the analysis.
the corresponding fragmentation function reference distributions for pp.
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4.7 Additional Analysis Corrections
Given the reconstructed jets, tracks, tracking efficiency correction, background con-
tribution subtraction we have constructed the fragmentation functions for both PbPb
in the previous sections. We have also constructed a pp reference by repeating the
same analysis on pp data except in addition smearing and re-weighting the jet PT.
The physics message may now be obtained by taking the ratio of the fragmentation
function in PbPb and pp. However, before we look at the results in data, one may
first test the analysis for simulated Monte Calo events. The full reconstruction chain
is completed for PYTHIA+HYDJET events and we treat it as the PbPb data. Similarly,
the full reconstruction chain is completed for PYTHIA events and we treat it as pp
data.This is shown in Fig. 4-13. The systematic uncertainly (yellow) band will be
explained in later part of the chapter.
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function analysis for reconstructed Monte Carlo events.
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This is shown in Fig. 4-14.
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Figure 4-14: Fragmentation track PT analysis for reconstructed Monte Carlo events.
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the MC as if it were data.
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4.7.1 Biases in Fragmentation Function Introduced by Re-
construction
The same jet physics is contained in the embedded PYTHIA events as the stand-
alone PYTHIA events, and we expect that after all analysis, the reconstructed ratio of
fragmentation function in the PbPb/pp MC will be unity. But in Fig. 4-13 and Fig. 4-
14, we see that the reconstructed ratio is in fact not at 1, but it shows systematic
deviations. Two main features can be seen in the MC analysis:
1. A centrality dependent excess in the low PT part of the fragmentation function
ratio, for > 4 (bottom, Fig. 4-13) and correspondingly for track PT < 3
(bottom, Fig. 4-14). This biases the PbPb fragmentation to be softer than the
pp reference at low track PT.
2. A downward slope in the ratio between 0 < <j 4 can be seen. (bottom,
Fig. 4-13). It biases the PbPb fragmentation function to be harder compared
to the pp reference. Correspondingly this slope shows up as an upward slope in
the mid-PT to high PT part of the track PT analysis. (bottom, Fig. 4-14).
The centrality dependent deviation of fragmentation function in PbPb MC from
the pp MC is artificially introduced by the reconstruction. We need to include addi-
tional corrections to remove the reconstruction biases to the measured fragmentation
functions.
4.7.2 Understanding the Biases
To understand the biases of the fragmentation function introduced by the reconstruc-
tion, we can trace back the reconstruction chain step by step back to the generated
event, since the analysis is completely in Monte Carlo. In particular we may dis-
entangle effects of tracking reconstruction from the effect of jet reconstruction.
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Background fluctuation Bias
The first thing we can do is to repeat the analysis using all generated charged particles
instead of reconstructed tracks. We reconstruct jets as before, but take all generated
charged particles in the jet cone to construct the raw fragmentation function. Then
we construct the background distribution using generated charged particles in the 'q
reflected cone. This is shown in Fig. 4-15 for the analysis and in Fig. 4-16 for the
track PT analysis.
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Figure 4-15: Generator particle level background subtraction for the analysis.
From Fig. 4-15 and Fig. 4-16 we see that the background subtraction using the ij
reflection method works well for high PT tracks but does not fully subtract the low PT
tracks. This means that the excess we observed at low track PT in the full reconstruc-
tion analysis is unrelated to tracking reconstruction but related to the background
estimation procedure. But we know that the HYDJET background is 77 symmetric so
how can the q reflection method under-estimate the background under the jet cone?
Apparently the background under the jet cone is biased to be higher than the average
HYDJET background which is approximated by the reflected cones. We can tell that
this effect is related to the multiplicity of the events since the bias increases as a
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Figure 4-16: Generator level particle background subtraction for the track PT analysis.
function of centrality.
If tracking reconstruction is not causing the bias, then the bias is introduced by
the jet reconstruction. We know that the jets are embedded at random positions in
the heavy ion event. Assuming the bias is related to jet reconstruction then if we use
the generated jets instead of reconstructed jets then we expect the bias should then go
away. In fact we can even take an intermediate step where we still use reconstructed
jets but require that they have the corresponding generator level jet to have PT above
the analysis threshold of 100 GeV/c. This is shown in Fig. 4-17 and Fig. 4-18.
Once we require the reconstructed jets to have corresponding generator level jet
with PT above the analysis jet threshold, then the background subtraction works
well. This means that the bias in the fragmentation function at low track PT is really
coming from jets which have true PT below the 100 GeV/c analysis threshold but
were reconstructed with PT above the 100 GeV/c threshold. This is a result of the
worsened jet energy resolution due to the fluctuations in the underlying event. These
jets have true PT below 100 GeV/c but sit on top of an upward fluctuation in the
underlying event, and thus are reconstructed at higher jet energy. Due to the steeply
falling jet PT distribution, these jets with over-estimated energy cross the analysis jet
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Figure 4-18: Generator level particle background subtraction for track PT analysis
after require additionally that the reconstructed jets have genjet PT > 100 GeV/c.
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threshold more often than the jets which sit on top of a downward fluctuation in the
underlying event and so fluctuated below the jet threshold. Hence whenever we are
looking at the tracks within cones of reconstructed jets, we are preferentially looking
at regions in the underlying events which have upward fluctuations.
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Figure 4-19: Generator particle level background in reflected cone vs truth HYDJET
generator level background in jet cone. The above unity ratio in peripheral events
are below one due to a technical issue whether or not to include underlying event in
PYTHIA as true signal particles.
To test this hypothesis more explicitly, we can go one more level towards the
generator truth: we can explicitly separate the particles coming from the PYTHIA
events and the particles that come from HYDJET events within the jet cones. This
is shown in Fig. 4-19 and Fig. 4-20. From these figures we see that indeed the
true background level under the jet cones for reconstructed jets is higher than the
background level in the average event. Note that in the peripheral events the true
background seems to be lower than the estimated background in the rq reflected cone.
This is a technical point, related to how whether the underlying event in PYTHIA
should be counted as the part of the signal or not. We will ignore this technical
point, since the signal dominates over the background in peripheral events, and the
background fluctuation bias correction is not applied for peripheral events..
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Figure 4-20: Generator particle level background in reflected cone vs truth HYDJET
generator level background in jet cone. See capture of Fig. 4-19 for more details.
Jet Reconstruction Bias
We now turn our attention to the slope in the MC PbPb to pp fragmentation function
ratio for higher PT tracks. This should not be related to the background effects since
the background falls off very sharply above PT > 4 GeV/c. To narrow down this bias,
we can go further towards the generator truth. We repeat the MC analysis using
only the signal generator particles from the embedded PYTHIA event. This is shown
in Fig. 4-21 and Fig. 4-22.
From Fig. 4-21 and Fig. 4-22 we see that the true fragmentation function of the
embedded signal jets are biased to be harder in the reconstructed PbPb jets than the
reconstructed pp jets. This can be understood in the sense that jets which fragment
harder are easier to reconstruct and have higher energy scale to be more likely to
cross the jet threshold. This gives the sloping bias in the fragmentation function of
the reconstructed PbPb jets relative to the reconstructed pp jets. This effect is larger
in PbPb because PbPb jets have worse energy resolution.
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4.7.3 Correcting the Biases
To fundamentally correct the reconstruction related biases that we discovered in
Sec. 4.7.2, we should improve the jet reconstruction so that it is not biased by back-
ground fluctuations or jet fragmentation. However this is a very difficult problem.
An easier solution is to derive analysis level corrections to the fragmentation function
based on MC and then check that the MC is sufficiently similar to data so that errors
to the correction is small. This is the strategy we will follow in the thesis.
The idea to the MC based corrections to the fragmentation function is to correct
the problem as close to the source as possible. We want to avoid high analysis level
corrections, so as to force the MC analysis to have PbPb/pp ratio of 1. This would
introduce too much dependence on the MC and also make the size of the correction
un-necessarily large. We will assume that the bias effects from the background fluctu-
ation and jet reconstruction arise independently and so the corrections are factorized
- this gives an overall smaller correction since they add in quadrature (since the in-
dependently fluctuating effects sometimes add and sometimes cancel). In particular
we assume:
1. The bias is independent of tracking effects, and thus can be derived fully from
generated particles.
2. The bias introduced by background fluctuation is independent from the bias
introduced by jet reconstruction.
As a result of the second assumption we may correct the estimated background
from the T1 reflected cone for the background fluctuation bias without correcting par-
ticles in the jet cone. And for the fragmentation bias introduced by the jet recon-
struction, we may derive the correction based on the signal event generated particles.
For the fluctuation bias correction we weigh the tracks in the rq reflected cone with
the inverse of the ratio in Fig. 4-16. If we apply only this correction then the full
reconstruction MC analysis now looks like Fig. 4-23, Fig. 4-24.
After the fluctuation bias correction, we see that the excess at low track PT is
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Figure 4-23: Full analysis in for reconstructed Monte Carlo events corrected for
background fluctuation bias only.
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Figure 4-24: Full analysis in track PT for reconstructed Monte Carlo events corrected
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now gone. Note also that due to the factorized nature of the correction, the jet
reconstruction bias is still there.
For the jet reconstruction bias, we apply a correction based on the relative dif-
ference between the signal truth event fragmentation in PbPb jets and the truth
fragmentation in pp jets as shown in Fig. 4-22. Similar to how we smear the pp jet
energy to match PbPb jet energy resolution, we here artificially bias the pp reference
to have the similar bias level as the PbPb jet. Thus to correct for the bias caused
by jet reconstruction we weigh tracks in the pp jet cone by the inverse of the ratio in
Fig. 4-22. Note there is a subtle technical point in this approach. We cannot use the
direct ratio as in Fig. 4-22 because we are weighting the tracks in the pp jet cone on
a track by track basis. Thus we need to take the correction based on the PbPb/pp
fragmentation ratio before correcting for the background. To keep the background
effect factorized, what is actually done in the analysis is to add to the pp fragmenta-
tion function the same background as in the PbPb MC before taking the ratio. Then
the resulting inverse ratio is used to weight the tracks in the pp jet cone. This is only
a technical point, but the essential idea is to derive the correction based on Fig. 4-22.
If we only apply the jet reconstruction bias correction then the full reconstruction
MC analysis looks like Fig. 4-25 and Fig. 4-26.
With only the jet reconstruction bias correction we see that the sloping deviation
from 1 at higher track PT is now gone. Again note the factorized nature of the
correction, the fluctuation bias now explicitly remain.
Finally we apply both bias corrections at the same time. The result is shown as
the solid black dots in Fig. 4-27 and Fig. 4-28.
With both corrections applied, we see that the MC analysis ratio is finally consis-
tent with 1 within the statistical and estimated systematic uncertainties. With these
two additional analysis level corrections, we consider the analysis to be complete. In
the next section we estimate the systematic uncertainty of the full analysis.
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Figure 4-25: Full analysis for reconstructed Monte Carlo events corrected for jet
reconstruction bias only.
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Figure 4-26: Full analysis for reconstructed Monte Carlo events corrected for jet
reconstruction bias only.
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Figure 4-27: Full analysis for reconstructed Monte Carlo events after all bias correc-
tions.
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Figure 4-28: Full analysis for reconstructed Monte Carlo events after all bias correc-
tions are applied.
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4.8 Systematic Uncertainties
This section will give an estimate of the systematic uncertainties of the fragmentation
function measurement. It will try to quantify to limits of the accuracy of the mea-
surement and the sensitivities of the final observables to various assumptions of the
analysis. To estimate the total systematic uncertainty of the final measurement, each
input to the analysis will be examined and its associated uncertainty estimated. We
will try to identify the dominant uncertainties to build some intuitions to understand
the sensitivities of the analysis. At the end we will combine the individual uncertain-
ties together. We assume that the different sources of systematic uncertainties arise
independently and thus can be added in quadrature. To understand where errors
may arise in the analysis, it is helpful to review the analysis components listed in
Sec. 4.1. As one may guess, the dominant uncertainties will come from jet and track
reconstruction and effects of the underlying background. In what follows a discussion
will be given for each input to the analysis, namely, event selection, jet reconstruc-
tion and selection, track reconstruction and selection, underlying event subtraction,
pp reference and finally MC dependencies of the analysis corrections.
4.8.1 Uncertainties from Event Selection
Uncertainties in the event selection arise mainly as a result of either inefficiency in
the event selection that biases the analysis data sample or background events leaking
into the event selection. Starting from the online trigger, each stage of the event
selection procedure may contribute biases to the final analysis events. First selection
of the collisions is the trigger. We have shown that the trigger is fully efficient
for reconstructed jets with offline PT > 100 GeV/c (Fig. 3-15). In addition, the
calorimeter jet trigger was also shown to be efficient for generator level jets with
PT > 100 GeV/c (Fig. 3-14). Thus the trigger is not the major contribution to event
selection uncertainties. Second selection is the offline event selection. The offline
event selection looks for any inelastic collision activity in the detector, and is thus
a looser event selection than the requirement of a high PT jet in the event. Thus it
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contributes little to the event selection uncertainties. Third selection is the offline
jet event pre-filtering which requires at least one reconstructed calorimeter jet with
PT > 90 GeV/c (Sec. 4.3). This was found to cause a slight inefficiency for the analysis
particle flow jets at PT ~ 100 GeV/c (Fig. 4-4). The last event selection is the analysis
jet PT threshold at 100 GeV/c. We had shown that for jets with PT > 100 GeV/c the
jet fake rate is low and the efficiency is essentially 100% as seen in Fig. 3-27. Thus
the analysis jet threshold is not expected to affect the event selection much.
In summary we find the the dominant event selection uncertainty to be the jet
event pre-filtering. To estimate the effect of this jet event pre-filtering inefficiency,
the analysis was repeated with a higher jet threshold at 120 GeV/c where even the
jet event pre-filtering becomes fully efficient (Fig. 4-4). The result of the repeated
analysis is shown in Fig. 4-29.
Comparing the repeated data analysis with higher jet threshold at 120 GeV/c
(black solid dots in Fig. 4-29) to the standard analysis with jet threshold at 100 GeV/c
(open red circles in Fig. 4-29), it can be seen that the jet event skimming inefficiencies
does not cause an uncertainty beyond statistical fluctuations. For these reasons we
conclude that uncertainties in event selection are not the dominant contribution to
the systematic uncertainties to the jet fragmentation function.
4.8.2 Uncertainties from Jet Reconstruction and Selection
Uncertainties in jet reconstruction and selection can arise in three ways:
1. Jet finding efficiency and fake rate
2. Jet energy scale and resolution
3. Jet reconstruction biases
As mentioned before, at PT > 100 GeV/c, jet finding efficiency and fake rate
contribute negligible errors (Fig. 3-27). Jet energy scale affects the fragmentation
function during the jet selection as well as in the calculation of the variable. In the
track PT analysis, jet energy scale enters only in terms of the jet selection. Finally, jet
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Figure 4-29: Analysis repeated on jet triggered dataset directly without offline jet
event pre-selection of requiring at least one calorimeter jet with PT > 90 GeV/c.
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reconstruction biases contribute systematic uncertainty to the fragmentation function
because of the steeply falling jet PT spectrum in combination with a finite jet recon-
struction resolution. Whenever a jet threshold cut is made on the reconstructed jet
energy, jets with true PT below the threshold will enter the analysis due to the finite
energy resolution. The reconstructed energies of these jets with true PT slightly below
the threshold fluctuate and they compete to cross the analysis threshold. If there is
any correlation between the reconstructed jet energy scale with the fragmentation
function, then jets with a fragmentation function that gives a slightly higher recon-
structed energy will preferentially cross the threshold. Because the jet PT spectrum
is steeply falling, much more jets with overestimated energies will enter the analysis
than jets with underestimated energies leave the analysis. This results in a bias in
the final reconstructed fragmentation function.
The uncertainty due to the energy scale is estimated by shifting the energy of
the jet in the PbPb data by 5%. This amount was determined by combining in
quadrature the uncertainty of jet energy scale in pp data (3%), the MC jet energy
scale non-closure in PYTHIA+HYDJET (1%), and change in jet energy scale observed
when the fragmentation pattern was modified by arbitrarily adding particles to the jet
in PYTHIA+HYDJET events (4%). The resulting change to the fragmentation function
is seen in Fig. 4-33, Fig. 4-34.
In order to estimate the effects of the jet energy resolution, we smear the frag-
mentation functions from PbPb data after varying the jet energy with the additional
jet energy resolution due to the underlying event. The systematic uncertainty is as-
signed by comparing the fragmentation function before and after smearing the jet
momentum.
The bias due to jet reconstruction is discussed in Analysis section 4.7.2. It is noted
that there is a correlation between reconstructed jet energy with the jet fragmentation
function. Jets that fragment harder have a higher energy scale and are thus more
likely to cross the energy threshold. This is also a correlation between the jet energy
and the charged fraction of the fragmentation products. In the ideal analysis we may
correct the jet energy iteratively as a function of the measured fragmentation. We
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did not attempt this in the present analysis since it is an higher order effect of the
jet energy scale. It is worth to note that this bias is accounted for by the relative
PbPb/pp bias correction in Sec. 4.7.3. This bias correction however depends on the
jet fragmentation pattern in the Monte Carlo, which we know to be different than
data. The uncertainties that arise due to Monte Carlo dependence will be discussed
later.
4.8.3 Uncertainties from Track Reconstruction and Selection
The systematic uncertainty in fragmentation function arising from the tracking effi-
ciency and fake rate consists of two parts:
1. Uncertainties in the estimated tracking efficiency and fake rate
2. Uncertainties in the correction procedure.
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Figure 4-30: Ratio of PbPb fragmentation functions before background subtraction
obtained from reconstructed tracks are compared to fragmentation functions obtained
from identical analysis using generator level charged final state particles. Both are
derived from the same simulated MC PYTHIA+HYDJET using identical, selected re-
constructed jets. The four panels show four bins in increasing centrality (left-right).
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Tracking corrections need to be applied across a wide PT range and in multiple
observables. Special care needs to be taken when the efficiency is correlated with the
final observable. For example, we observe a correlation between the tracking efficiency
with the jet reconstruction, since tracking information was used in the particle flow
jet reconstruction. Even if tracking information is not explicitly used in the jet
reconstruction, there still exists a correlation between jet reconstruction and tracking
efficiency due, for example, to to nuclear interactions in the tracker that interrupt a
particle's trajectory and prevent it from reaching the calorimeter. The effect of these
correlations can be tested in a closure test where the fragmentation function using
corrected, reconstructed tracks is compared with the fragmentation function obtained
by charged final particles at generator level. To keep tracking effects factorized from
jet effects, the same reconstructed jets are used in both cases. The tracking closure
test in is shown in Fig. 4-30 for PbPb MC and in Fig. 4-31 for pp MC.
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Figure 4-31: Ratio of pp fragmentation functions before background subtraction
obtained from reconstructed tracks are compared to fragmentation functions obtained
from identical analysis using generator level charged final state particles. Both are
derived from the same simulated MC PYTHIA using identical, selected reconstructed
jets. The four panels show four bins in increasing centrality (left-right).
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Based on the tracking correction closure test, we can see that the effect of the
tracking procedure on the fragmentation function is at the level of 1-2%.
The real challenge in measurements using tracks is in obtaining the true tracking
efficiency in data. In all of the tracking analysis so far, the efficiency is derived
based on Monte Carlo. This is the traditional way of studying tracking because the
main MC dependence is how well the tracker is simulated. Dependences on physics
processes is less important, since, for example, a pion track looks the same no matter
what physics process produced it. Nevertheless, detector readout effects related to the
high occupancy in the heavy ion collisions can result in different tracking efficiency
in data and MC. In pp data driven tracking efficiency can be estimated by tag-and-
probe techniques using resonance decays. This technique is not yet available in heavy
ion analysis. Nevertheless some indirect data driven analyses were performed to cross
check the tracking performance in the heavy ion events. Fig. 4-32 shows a study
where the fraction of the sum track PT inside the jet cone out of the reconstructed
jet energy is plotted as a function of centrality.
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Figure 4-32: Sum of track PT within jet cone divided by the jet energy for jets with
PT > 100 GeV/c.
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From Fig. 4-32 we see that the fractional total track PT changes with centrality
in PbPb data (black solid dots) even though the same jet PT > 100 GeV/c selection
was used. This change is partially due to the increased jet energy fluctuations, as
demonstrated by the corresponding pp total track PT fraction (blue solid dots), where
the centrality dependences comes from the artificial jet resolution smearing. However
the variation due to the jet PT smearing is only about 1-2%. High multiplicity effects
in simulated heavy ion also show a small change in the total track PT fraction (open
black circles). However again, the size of the variation in MC cannot explain the
size of the variation in data. One possible explanation is physics: since there is jet
quenching in data, there may be a changing gluon jet to quark jet ratio. Gluon jets
are expected to experience more energy loss than quark jets due to the (~ factor of 2)
larger color factor. This hypothesis supports the direction of change as shown by the
overlaid total track PT fraction separately for quark (black open squares) and gluon
(black open stars) jets in MC. We see that gluon jets have higher fractional energy in
charged particle than quark jets. Thus if the central events in data have relatively less
gluon jets, then the total track PT fraction would decrease with increasing centrality.
On the other hand it can also indicate a possible tracking inefficiency introduced by
the high multiplicity that is present in data but not in MC. The effect in data is
probably a combination of these sources, however because we are uncertain about the
true causes, the full effect is quoted as the data driven tracking efficiency uncertainty.
From Fig. 4-32 we see that for PbPb data (black solid dots) the variation in the total
track PT fraction changes roughly by 10%. Any tracking inefficiency directly changes
the height of the fragmentation function. Thus an overall 10% data driven tracking
efficiency uncertainty is quoted for the fragmentation function analysis.
4.8.4 Uncertainties from Underlying Event Subtraction
We have discussed in Analysis section 4.7.2 that the background subtraction in central
events is not perfect, especially at low track PT where the background tracks dominates
over the jet fragmentation tracks. We saw that this was due to a bias background
fluctuation underneath the jet cone. This bias was corrected in the bias corrections
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applied. However this correction is MC based and there can be possible additional
correlated background fluctuations in data that is not accounted for by MC. As a
result we conservatively quote 50% of the generator level background subtraction
non-closure (Fig. 4-15) as a contribution to the total systematic uncertainty (Fig. 4-
33, Fig. 4-34).
To confirm these estimates, a data driven cross check is performed on the back-
ground subtraction. The fragmentation function analysis was repeated with an alter-
native background subtraction method that uses mixed event background. The mixed
event method estimates the background distribution to the fragmentation function
using minimum bias PbPb data. For each jet in a jet event, we take tracks from a sep-
arate minimum bias event which fall into a cone placed at the rj, # position of the jet
from the jet event. Then we compute from the jet and the mixed event tracks and
fill the background distribution. The difference between the two methods is quoted
conservatively as the uncertainty of the fragmentation function due to data-driven
background subtraction uncertainty (Fig. 4-33, Fig. 4-34).
4.8.5 Uncertainties from pp Reference
The final physics result in this analysis is the ratio or difference between the jet frag-
mentation function in PbPb and pp. We expect the systematic uncertainties due to
reconstruction in PbPb and pp to work in the same direction and thus cancel partially
in the ratio or difference comparison. The only main difference between the PbPb
analysis and the pp analysis is the additional pp jet energy smearing. However, since
we are quoting a systematic uncertainty of the PbPb result by repeating the analysis
artificially smearing the jets with the quadrature difference of the PbPb and pp jet
energy resolution (Sec. 4.8.2), this PbPb/pp relative resolution uncertainty is taken
account already. We conservatively do not reduce the final systematic uncertainty on
the fragmentation function ratio due to the canceling of the PbPb and pp systematic
uncertainties.
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4.8.6 Uncertainties from MC Dependence of Analysis Cor-
rections
One more major contributions to systematic uncertainties come from the error in
analysis corrections as a result of the difference in jet physics between data and
MC. To estimate the size of this uncertainty we repeat the analysis using two limiting
types of signal jets (gluon, quark) embedded into the simulated heavy ion background
(See Analysis Cross checks Sec. 4.9). A systematic uncertainty proportional to the
deviation from the generator truth in the two cross check analyses is quoted as the
uncertainty introduced by the MC based analysis corrections. These are shown in
Fig. 4-33, Fig. 4-34.
4.8.7 Summary of Systematic Uncertainties in Fragmenta-
tion Function
Finally the individual systematic uncertainties are added in quadrature to form the
final systematic uncertainty. This is summarized in Fig. 4-33 and Fig. 4-34. From
these combined plot of systematic uncertainties, we see that the total systematic un-
certainty is indeed dominated by jet energy scale, tracking correction, and background
subtraction as we alluded to earlier.
The numerical magnitudes of the systematic uncertainties are tabulated in Tab. 4.1.
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Figure 4-33: Variations of the final fragmentation function ratio in due to uncer-
tainties in the analysis inputs.
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Figure 4-34: Variations of the final fragmentation function difference in track PT due
to uncertainties in the analysis inputs.
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Table 4.1: Summary of systematic uncertainties in jet fragmentation function analysis
in bins of . The values indicate the typical values of the systematic uncertainties
and the intervals indicate the range of systematic uncertainties in various centralities.
Item Input / Variation < 1.5 1.5 < < 4 4 < < 5.5
Jet Energy Resolution 10-20% smearing 5-11% 2% 5%
Jet Energy Scale 5% shift 10-25% 5% 5-9%
Tracking Efficiency non-closure 3% 2% 5%
Tracking Efficiency centrality variation 10% 10% 10%
Background Subtraction 50% Bias Correction 0% 0% 4-9%
Data driven Bkg. Sub. Difference between methods 7% 2% 8%
Gluon Jet Cross Check non-closure 5-7% 3% 5-6%
Quark Jet Cross Check non-closure 10% 3% 5-8%
Total 20-30% 12% 17-21%
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4.9 Analysis Cross-checks
The analysis and its estimated uncertainties have been presented. The next question
is how can we gain some intuition if our estimated uncertainties are covering the true
uncertainty intervals given that the data signal is not described by MC. To answer
this question we conduct a few cross check analyses.
4.9.1 Cross-check on Background Fluctuation bias
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Figure 4-35: Track PT sum in background cones (after efficiency correction), compar-
ing data and MC (PYTHIA+HYDJET).
We have seen from Sec. 4.8 that at lower track PT, one main systematic uncer-
tainty is due to the background subtraction. Since the background fluctuation bias
(Sec. 4.7.2) was mainly derived based on the PYTHIA+HYDJET MC one question is
whether the background multiplicity and fluctuation in MC is similar to data such
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that we can used the MC derived correction to the background contribution to the
jet fragmentation function. To this end we sum the track PT in the background cones
and compare the amount of total energy in the background cones in the PbPb data
vs MC, as shown in Fig. 4-35. The average and standard deviations of this sum track
PT in the background cone is extracted from the raw distributions and are shown in
Fig. 4-36.
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Figure 4-36: Quantify track PT sum averages and standard deviations in background
cones (after efficiency correction), comparing data and MC (PYTHIA+HYDJET).
From the comparison of the background cone track PT sum and fluctuation we
see that data is indeed consistent with MC. This is not too surprising as the heavy
ion generator HYDJET was tuned to match the multiplicity in data. However what
if there is still some unknown correlations in the background that causes additional
unforeseen fluctuations bias to the jet fragmentation function? We can perform one
more check where the amount of underlying event fluctuation is artificially increased
by approximately 20% in the most central analysis centrality bin and repeat the
fragmentation function analysis. This is shown in Fig. 4-37.
From Fig. 4-37, we see that even in the catastrophic case that we underestimated
the background fluctuation by 20% then the MC analysis is still approximately cor-
rect.
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Figure 4-37: Repeat analysis after artificially increasing the underlying event fluc-
tuation by approximately 20%.
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4.9.2 Cross-check on Modified Signal Jets
Since we know that jets in data do not look like PYTHIA jets (because of jet quenching
in data), one may suspect that the corrections derived based on the standard analysis
MC (PYTHIA+HYDJET) cannot be well applied to data. Based on the estimated
systematic uncertainties we understand that whatever differences in the signal jet
in data and MC causes only higher order effects to the derived correction factors.
However the question arise: how can we justify this if we do not know how much
different are the jets in data than the jets in MC. For these concerns it is a good
cross-check to repeat the analysis on different input MC samples with a range of
different fragmentation functions in the embedded jet. When the analysis is repeated
on these samples, the same corrections based on PYTHIA+HYDJET are used. We can
thus build some intuition on the limit of the analysis correction and to what range of
different input fragmentation function can the quoted systematic uncertainties cover.
Cross check analysis on embedded Gluon Jet sample
First, since we expect the jets in data to be quenched, it is not unreasonable to take
a limit of soft fragmentation jets to see the response of our analysis. To this end we
embed PYTHIA gluon jets into the simulated heavy ion background. Gluons jets are
known to have both softer and wider fragmentation than the average QCD jet. The
full reconstruction is performed and the fragmentation analysis was repeated treating
embedded gluon PYTHIA jets as data and plain PYTHIA as the pp reference. The
result is shown in Fig. 4-38. In the figure the systematic uncertainty band is applied
treating the embedded gluon PYTHIA jets as if it were data.
As expected we see that indeed the gluon jets have much softer fragmentation
function. Thus from Fig. 4-38 we see that the analysis can reconstruct the correct
physics message. We can now ask to what extent is the analysis correct and how
much does the estimated systematic uncertainty cover the error? To answer this
question we repeat the cross check analysis now using all generator level information:
i.e. generator level signal jets and signal generator particles (thus without needing
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Figure 4-38: Measured fragmentation function of
HYDJET events.
reconstructed PYTHIA gluon jet +
background subtraction). This full generator truth fragmentation function is shown
in Fig. 4-39.
We see that qualitatively the truth fragmentation function is similar to what we
reconstructed. To make a precise statement on the coverage of our systematic error
band, we overlay the reconstruction fragmentation function ratio with the generator
truth fragmentation function ratio, and take their ratio for a direct comparison. This
is shown in Fig. 4-40.
From the explicit comparison of the reconstructed vs truth final fragmentation
function ratio, we see that while the analysis is not perfect, the estimated systematic
uncertainties covered the errors to within one sigma.
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Figure 4-39: Measured fragmentation function of generated truth PYTHIA gluon jet.
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Figure 4-40: Measured fragmentation function of final reconstructed PbPb/pp ratio
to the generated truth PbPb/pp ratio for PYTHIA gluon jet + HYDJET events.
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Cross check analysis on embedded Quark Jet sample
Next, we can take the opposite limit to see what is the effect when the jets in data
are harder than the PYTHIA jets. This can happen for example in the scenario where
all gluon jets are quenched, and only quark jets survive. We embed PYTHIA quark
jets into the simulated heavy ion background. Quark jets are known to have harder
fragmentation than the average QCD jet. The full reconstruction is performed and
the fragmentation analysis was repeated treating embedded quark PYTHIA jets as
data and plain PYTHIA as the pp reference. The result is shown in Fig. 4-41. In
the figure the systematic uncertainty band is applied treating the embedded quark
PYTHIA jets as if it were data.
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Figure 4-41: Measured fragmentation function of reconstructed PYTHIA quark jet +
HYDJET events.
As expected the quark jets have much harder fragmentation function. Fig. 4-41
shows that the analysis can reconstruct the correct physics effect. Similar to the
gluon jet cross check, we can now ask to what extent is the analysis correct and
how large is the systematic error? To answer this question we again repeat the cross
check analysis using all generator level information: i.e. generator level signal jets
and signal generator particles. This full generator truth fragmentation function is
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shown in Fig. 4-42.
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Figure 4-42: Measured fragmentation function of generated truth PYTHIA quark jet.
We see that qualitatively the truth fragmentation function is similar to what we
reconstructed. To make a precise statement on the coverage of our systematic error
band, we overlay the reconstruction fragmentation function ratio with the generator
truth fragmentation function ratio, and take their ratio for a direct comparison. This
is shown in Fig. 4-43.
From the explicit comparison of the reconstructed vs truth final fragmentation
function ratio, we see here that for the quark jet case, the analysis performance is
worse than the gluon jet case. The deviation becomes large at - 0. This bin is a
very challenging part of the analysis because here one or two tracks take up the full
jet energy. We see that the reconstructed jet fragmentation function is softer than the
truth fragmentation function especially at the low region. This can be explained
by the fact that the jet energy gets overestimated for these hard fragmentation at
~ 0, thus the reconstructed fragmentation function appears to be softer. From
this cross check we see that this effect appears to be larger for quark jets. We are
reaching the limit of the analysis in this cross check, yet the error is still within 1
sigma of the estimated systematic error band. One last note is that this effect is
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Figure 4-43: Measured fragmentation function of final reconstructed PbPb/pp ratio
to the generated truth PbPb/pp ratio for PYTHIA quark jet + HYDJET events.
not an effect of occupancy but due to the intrinsic jet energy scale dependence on
(here an extreme case) fragmentation pattern. Thus the effect shows no centrality
dependence: it is sizable at peripheral events just as much as central events. This
helps to build further confidence to our data analysis where a centrality dependent
modification of the fragmentation function is observed.
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Cross check analysis on embedded quenched Jet sample
Finally, we can perform a realistic cross check by using PYQUEN quenched jets based
that simulate the quenched jet in data. PYQUEN is a MC generator that models
quenched jet as part of the HYDJET generator package. We will use a particular
tune of the quenching in PYQUEN called PYQUEN "wide". It is a tune that tries to
match the dijet asymmetry measurement in the first LHC data. The model assumes
radiative energy loss (but no collisional energy loss). PYQUEN jets are embedded
into the simulated heavy ion background. Normally the simulated quenching is a
function of centrality. But for this cross check analysis, we embed the most quenched
jets, i.e. b=0 case into the HYDJET minimum bias heavy ion events. Again, the
full reconstruction is performed and the fragmentation analysis was repeated treating
embedded PYQUEN jets as data and plain PYTHIA as the pp reference. The result is
shown in Fig. 4-44. In the figure the systematic uncertainty band is applied treating
the embedded PYQUEN jets as if it were data.
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Figure 4-44: Measured fragmentation function of reconstructed quenched PYQUEN
+ HYDJET events.
We see that the quenched jets are softer, indicating jet quenching physics that
was in the embedded signal (b=O quenching in all centralities). This cross check has
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limited statistics due to the need of special Monte Carlo simulations. We repeat the
cross check analysis now using all generator level information: i.e. generator level
signal jets and signal generator particles. This full generator truth fragmentation
function is shown in Fig. 4-45.
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Figure 4-45: Measured fragmentation function of generated truth quenched PYQUEN
jets.
We see that qualitatively the truth fragmentation function is similar to what we
reconstructed. To make a precise statement on the coverage of our systematic error
band, we once more overlay the reconstruction fragmentation function ratio with
the generator truth fragmentation function ratio, and take their ratio for a direct
comparison. This is shown in Fig. 4-46.
From the explicit comparison of the reconstructed vs truth final fragmentation
function ratio, we see that in the simulated jet quenching case, the analysis is indeed
not perfect, and the ratio is not perfectly reproduced. Once more the deviations are
covered by the estimated systematic uncertainty band. And note once again that we
see no sign of centrality dependence to the deviations contrary to what was observed
in data.
In summary, these analysis cross checks help to build confidence that we are mea-
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Figure 4-46: Measured fragmentation function of final reconstructed PbPb/pp ratio
to the generated truth PbPb/pp ratio for quenched PYQUEN events.
suring the correct physics message in data, that there is indeed centrality dependent
fragmentation modification. Also they help us to gain confidence that we are mea-
suring the size of the modification within the estimated systematic uncertainties.
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Chapter 5
Results and Discussion
In the previous chapter, the full analysis has been presented, the systematic uncer-
tainties were estimated and cross checked. Jet fragmentation function measured in
PbPb and pp data will now be presented and discussed. After presenting the data,
comparisons to some theoretical models will be discussed.
5.1 Jet Fragmentation Function in Vacuum
Jet fragmentation function of charge particles for inclusive jet with PT > 100 GeV/c
in pp collisions at Vs = 2.76 TeV is presented in Fig. 5-1. CMS data is shown as black
solid dots. The charged particles were selected with PT > 1 GeV/c and the jets were
selected with 0.3 < 1r11 < 2. The data is plotted as function of the natural logarithm of
the jet momentum to the projected particle momentum ratio, = ln(1/z), as defined
in Sec. 4.2. The characteristic hump-back shape of the jet fragmentation function as
expected by pQCD (Theory, Sec. 2.2.3) can be seen. Furthermore the approximately
gaussian like distribution in the variable as predicted by pQCD (Theory, "MLLA",
Sec.2.2.3) is seen in the mid region (1 ,< < 4), as shown by the gaussian fit of
the CMS data drawn as a black dashed line. The consistency with pQCD predictions
shows another verification of pQCD description of parton evolution at the highest
energy hadron collider.
Since the jet fragmentation can be seen as a factorized process as the initial hard
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scattering, the fragmentation of the same energy jet at different fs hadron collisions
should be consistent at leading orders. Also shown in the Fig. 5-1 is jet fragmentation
function of charged particles measured at the previous hadron (pp) collider, Tevatron,
at Va = 1.8 TeV, by the CDF experiment (2003, [54]).
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Figure 5-1: Fragmentation function of charged particles measured in CMS \I/= 2.76
TeV pp data (black solid dot). The distribution is normalized by the number of se-
lected jets, Njet. The dash line shows a gaussian fit to the CMS data, as expected by
pQCD (Theory, "MLLA", Sec.2.2.3). The yellow band shows the systematic uncer-
tainty band taken from 50-100% PbPb data. Overlaid in red open circles is the CDF
s = 1.8 TeV pp data [54], after adjusting for difference in jet definition. Note that
in CDF analysis the particles were taken from a cone of AR = 0.28 around the jet as
opposed to a cone of AR = 0.3 for CMS. Note also that CDF selected jets in dijet
mass, Mjj, while CMS selected jets with jet PT threshold.
In order to make the comparison to the CDF data, the jet energy of the CDF
data had to be rescaled to account for the fact that CDF were using a jet algorithm
with cone radius of 0.7 while the CMS jet algorithm had R parameter of 0.3. Also
CDF were correcting the jet energy to the parton level, while CMS corrected to the
particle jet level. A rescaling factor of 0.75 was assigned to the CDF data based on
the CDF jet shape measurement [55]. Given the jet energy scale uncertainty in CMS
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to be a few percent, the scaling factor adjustment is only a rough estimate. We see
in Fig. 5-1 that the results between the two experiment compare well, even though
the two experiments were at different V/- collision energy, used different jet algorithm
(CMS used Anti-kT particle flow jet, while CDF used iterative cone calorimeter jet),
had slightly different definition of z (in the CDF paper, z Ptrack/Ejet), and used
different analysis methods. This shows that the jet fragmentation function observable
is not sensitively dependent on the mode of jet production or experimental methods
of jet reconstruction.
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5.2 Jet Fragmentation Function in PbPb vs pp
Figure 5-2 shows fragmentation functions reconstructed in pp and PbPb data for
tracks with PT above 1 GeV/c within a radius of 0.3 relative to the corresponding
jet axis. For the PbPb fragmentation function, the contribution from the underlying
event is subtracted using the q reflection method. For the pp reference, the corre-
sponding jet distribution is first smeared with the additional PbPb jet resolution due
to the underlying event, and then re-weighted to match the jet distribution in PbPb
data.
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Figure 5-2: Top row shows fragmentation function in PbPb in bins of increasing
centrality overlaid with pp. Jets have PT above 100 GeV/c, and tracks have PT above
1 GeV/c. The PbPb data is shown in the top row in four increasing centrality bins
from left to right. The bottom row shows the ratio of each PbPb fragmentation
function to its pp reference. Error bars are statistical, and yellow boxes are the
systematic uncertainty.
Figure 5-2 shows that the modification of the fragmentation function of jets in
PbPb compared to those in pp increases with the collision centrality. In the 50-100%
bin, the ratio of PbPb/pp is approximately flat at unity which means no modification.
However, at higher centralities three main regions in can be identified that show
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different behavior as a function of centrality. First, at high (corresponding to low PT
particles) region, an excess is observed with increasing centrality. In the most central
0-10% collisions and for the lowest charged particle momenta studied, the PbPb/pp
fragmentation function ratio rises to 1.6 ± 0.2(stat.) ± 0.3(syst.). This implies that
for central collisions the spectrum of particles in a jet has an enhanced contribution
of soft particles compared to that from pp collisions. Second, at mid c a deficit
is observed with increasing centrality. This indicates that energies of the particles
from jet fragmentation have been transported to lower PT as a result of interaction
with medium. Third, at low essentially no modification is observed with increasing
centrality within the estimated systematic uncertainty. This means the fragmentation
pattern is the same at the core and highest PT regions of the jet fragmentation.
One can further investigate in which track PT ranges the fragmentation functions
exhibit modification by plotting the track PT spectra in the jet cone.
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Figure 5-3: The spectrum of tracks inside the jet cone, as a function of track PT, for
PbPb and pp. Both the PbPb and pp results are background subtracted, in the same
manner as the fragmentation functions. Bottom panel shows the difference of PbPb
and pp spectra, which shows that there is an excess of low-PT tracks in the PbPb
events.
Figure 5-3 shows the spectra of tracks in the jet cone. These distributions are ob-
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tained with the same background subtraction as described above and are compared
to the pp-based reference. The bottom panels show the difference of the two distribu-
tions, pp subtracted from PbPb, in order to quantify the excess of tracks at a given
PT. The excess that is observed at the high-c region of the fragmentation functions
is seen to be localized at low-PT tracks below - 3 GeV/c in all centralities.
5.3 Comparison to Previous Results
To check consistency with the previous published result we overlay the new fragmen-
tation function ratio between PbPb and pp to the published result on the 2010 data
[15]. This comparison is shown in Fig. 5-4.
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Figure 5-4: The ratio of fragmentation function of PbPb and pp was compared to
that measured with 2010 data [15]. The 2010 data is the fragmentation function for
leading jets with the di-jet selection of leading jet PT > 100 GeV/c, subleading jet
PT > 40 GeV/c, and Aq 1, > 2.
In the previous measurement, leading and subleading jets were measured sep-
arately. Also there was a track PT cut-off at PT > 4 GeV/c. Nevertheless, an
approximate comparison can still be made because for jets with PT > 100 GeV/c,
the inclusive jet spectrum is dominated by leading jets due to the steeply falling jet
spectrum. The fragmentation function can be compared at higher track PT, lower ,
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where the two analyses overlap. The direct comparison shows that the two results
are consistent. The apparent inconsistency of the the physics message between the
two measurement can also be understood from the comparison plot. In the 2011 pa-
per [15], the physics message was that the PbPb fragmentation function is consistent
within systematic uncertainties with the vacuum jet fragmentation for high PT tracks.
In the new analysis, a centrality dependent modification to the fragmentation func-
tion is observed as a result of lowering the minimum track PT and having a smaller
systematic uncertainty.
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5.4 Comparison to Jet Quenching Models
This section will now compare the measured fragmentation function with the model
predictions. Fig. 5-5 shows the PbPb to pp fragmentation ratio for the 0-10% central
PbPb collisions from Fig. 5-2.
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Figure 5-5: The ratio of fragmentation function of PbPb and pp in 0-10% central
events.
Recall from Sec. 2.3.3 that the simplest fragmentation modification model is the
energy rescaling model. It assumes the partons lose some energy due to medium
interactions then fragments outside the medium as if it was in vacuum. We saw
that this simple model can well explain the observed factor of five deficit of high
PT tracks at RHIC. In the thesis analysis, the jets are explicitly reconstructed and
their fragmentation functions are directly measured. If the energy rescaling model is
correct, this would give an unmodified fragmentation (at least at mid to high PT) -
since we are comparing the reconstructed fragmentation function to the pp reference
with the same jet PT. However we see in Fig. 5-5 that this is not the case. There is
clear modification of the fragmentation function in the most central events. At < 3
where the soft particles from the medium no longer contribute, there is a deficit of
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tracks in mid PT.
It appears from Fig. 5-5 that the energy rescaling model is wrong. However this
is not completely conclusive because there is still one degree of freedom remaining:
the jet can be be either a quark jet or a gluon jet. Recall from Eq. 2.4 that the
probability for emitting a parton is proportional to the color factors (for quark jets
CF= 4/3 and for gluons jets CA= 3). Thus we expect gluon jets to lose more energy
in the QCD medium than quark jets. The picture of the energy rescaling model can
still be correct given a changed fraction of gluon and quark jets in central events. To
answer this question, we can allow the fraction of gluon and quark jets to be a fitting
parameter to the measured fragmentation function:
dN dN gluon dN quark
=a +±(l -a)d ,(5.1)
Where a is the fraction of gluon jets that we allow to float in the fit, and 1 - a is then
the fraction of quark jets. To perform the fit, we would need unmodified fragmentation
functions separately for gluon jets and quark jets. This can be done (and had been
done) in pp data using b-tagged jets, 'y-jet events, or tagged three jet events. For
simplicity in this thesis we assume the quark and gluon fragmentation functions from
PYTHIA. The result of the component fit is shown in Fig. 5-6 - Fig. 5-9 for different
centrality classes.
Note that the fit range is over 0 < ( < 3 which corresponds to roughly tracks
with PT > 5 GeV/c. We fit only the high PT part of the fragmentation function
because even if the jets fragments as in vacuum, there can still an excess of low
PT particles due to heating up the medium (e.g. in the AdS/CFT correspondence
description [56, 57, 58]). When these soft particles fall within the jet cone they
manifest themselves as excess at high of the fragmentation function.
In Fig. 5-6, the left is PbPb data peripheral events and right is reconstructed
PYTHIA+HYDJET. For the reconstructed MC we see that the superposed gluon and
quark fragmentation function fits the total well, as expected. There is approximately
little more than 1/3 gluon jets in PYTHIA. In the peripheral PbPb data, we see that
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Figure 5-6: The ratio of fragmentation function of PbPb and pp in 50-100% central
events overlaid with (MC) gluon + quark jet fragmentation function fits.
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the fit does not work perfectly. Now recall from Fig. 5-2 that the peripheral PbPb
data is very close to pp jet fragmentation function. Thus in principle we should ex-
pect an agreement between the data and the fitted fragmentation function. However
the deviation of PYTHIA from pp data is in some sense expected since PYTHIA is only
a leading order MC generator, so we expect there will be high order contributions
missing. Nevertheless we see that there is agreement within 10% between the periph-
eral PbPb data and the fitted MC gluon and quark fragmentation function templates.
The fit also shows that peripheral PbPb looks more like quark jets than PYTHIA jets.
This goes in the right direction of what we expect from jet quenching.
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Figure 5-7: The ratio of fragmentation function of PbPb and pp in 30-50% central
events overlaid with (MC) gluon + quark jet fragmentation function fits.
The next three figures shows the same gluon and quark fraction fits in PbPb
data and MC for increasing higher centralities. Note that in MC the fragmentation
function slightly changes going from peripheral to central events. This is due to the
reconstruction bias mentioned in Sec. 4.7.2. We expect a bigger bias towards harder
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fragmentation functions in the central MC events due to the worsened jet energy
resolution. The bias is corrected in the PbPb/pp ratio in the final results, but here
we see its effects in the PbPb fragmentation function itself
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Figure 5-8: The ratio of fragmentation function of PbPb and pp in 10-30% central
events overlaid with (MC) gluon + quark jet fragmentation function fits.
Interestingly as go from peripheral to central events in PbPb data the gluon and
quark fraction fits gives less and less gluon jet contribution. For the most central
events in Fig. 5-9, we see that in fact the data prefers a quark fraction of almost
one. The other interesting observation is that the goodness-of-fit actually improves
at higher centrality over the range that the fit is performed, 0 < < 3. It suggests
that in the central events the jets are dominated by quark jets and fragments as if in
vacuum for mid to high PT part of the fragmentation function. Note however that this
is only a crude study since the quark and gluon templates are taken from Monte Carlo
which do not describe the pp data well. Nevertheless it provides evidence that the
energy rescaling model is consistent with the reconstructed fragmentation function.
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Figure 5-9: The ratio of fragmentation function of PbPb and pp in 0-10% central
events overlaid with (MC) gluon + quark jet fragmentation function fits.
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We have gained some interesting findings in the hard part of the jet fragmentation
function in PbPb data. However there is still more information in the soft part of
the fragmentation function where the energy rescaling model cannot explain. To
understand the soft part of the fragmentation function, more advanced models are
needed that take into account of medium induced modification of the parton evolution
as discussed in Sec. 2.3.3. In Fig. 5-10, the fragmentation function ratio is compared
to the result from Borghini and Wiedemann [25].
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Figure 5-10: The ratio of fragmentation function of PbPb and pp in
events compared to model results from Borghini and Wiedemann [25].
0-10% central
We see that in Borghini and Wiedeman's calculation, the effect of the jet energy
loss is dramatic both in the low PT and high PT region. This is not reflected in data.
The large modification at high PT or low is largely due to the fact that in Fig. 2-17
they were using the original jet energy as the denominator in z instead of the rescaled
jet energy due to energy loss. The data on the other can measures the final state jet,
which has already this energy loss. Based on the CMS photon jet paper, we know
that the amount of energy the jet as lost is at least around 0.7 on average [10]. Thus
perhaps a better comparison to the measured data is to first rescale the jet energy
by 0.7 in Borghini and Wiedeman's calculation for PbPb and then divide by their pp
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reference. This rescaled ratio is shown as blue circles in Fig. 5-10. After rescaling,
the modification at low is indeed smaller, however the modification at higher is
even more different than data from before the rescale. Apart from the size the effect,
the shape of the modification is different in the calculation compared to data.
Fig. 5-11 summarizes the comparisons by overlaying all models with the data at
the same time.
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Figure 5-11: The ratio of fragmentation function of PbPb and pp was compared to
jet quenching model results.
In conclusion, the best model we found in describing the modified fragmentation
function in PbPb data is still the simple energy rescaling model, given a much large
quark jet fraction. This is consistent with the picture that the medium induced
modification to the fragmentation function is stronger for gluon jets than quark jets,
as a result of the larger color factor of gluon jets. Thus the selected jets with PT > 100
GeV/c are dominated by quark jets as a result of the steeply falling jet PT spectrum.
In the energy rescale model, these quark jets then fragments as if in vacuum. The
excess of low PT particles in the jet compared to the pp reference is then a result of
soft particle production in the medium related to the parton heating up the colored
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QCD medium as the parton traverses through it.
New Questions Raised and New Frontiers of Research
Based on the result discussed in this thesis, a few new questions are raised.
1. Can we confirm this simple picture of jet quenching, i.e. that the parton loses
energy in the medium depending on its color factor then fragments outside of
the medium? A few new studies can be proposed.
(a) Instead of fitting the quark vs gluon jet fraction using the fragmentation
function, a better observable may be the track multiplicity of a jet. The
track multiplicities for quark and gluon jets are better described by the
MC than fragmentation functions.
(b) Another interesting study is the fraction of the jet momentum carried by
the charged particles. The average of this observable has been checked in
the cross check analysis, Fig. 4-32. There we saw a decrease of the charged
momentum fraction with centrality. This is collaborating evidence of the
template fit result that jets in central events are dominated by quark jets.
The width of the distribution is also an interesting observable since gluon
jets have higher multiplicity and hence smaller relative fluctuation in the
charged momentum fraction than quark jets, as discussed in [59].
(c) Jet shape is another discriminating observable, since we expect a wider jet
shape for gluon jets than quark jets.
(d) Finally a very interesting class of observables are the jet fragmentation
function moments [60]. These moments have simple correspondences in
QCD calculations, and they carry physical meanings that are different for
quark and gluon jets.
2. Direct experimental measurement of quark jet fragmentation function vs gluon
jet fragmentation function. Quark jet fragmentation function can be measured
from b-tagged jets, or from photon-jet events where the jet on the opposite side
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of the photon is dominated by quark jets. Gluon jet fragmentation function can
be measured from bbg three jet events with b anti-tagging, eg in [61].
3. What does the excess in low momentum particles say about the transport prop-
erties of the QCD medium? If the vacuum fragmentation picture is confirmed
then the low momentum excess particles that comes from medium dissipative
processes can be isolated by subtracting the fragmentation particles from the
jet. We can then map out where and in what energy range are these soft medium
heat dissipation and hence learn about medium transport properties.
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Chapter 6
Summary and Conclusion
6.1 What have we learned?
In this paper, the fragmentation functions of inclusive jets in PbPb collisions at
Vs-N= 2.76 TeV have been measured. Jets were reconstructed using the anti-kT
algorithm with a resolution parameter of 0.3. The jet reconstruction was based on
particle flow objects, which combine information from charged particle tracking and
calorimetry.
For the analysis, inclusive jets with PT,jet > 100 GeV/c and 0.3 < IjejI < 2 and
charged particles with PT > 1 GeV/c and rjl < 2.4 were selected. Jet fragmentation
functions in a cone of R = 0.3 were obtained as a function of collision centrality for
four centrality selections, 50-100%, 30-50%, 10-30% and 0-10%. The uncorrelated
contribution of the underlying event to the charged particle distribution in the cone
was subtracted using an event-by-event "71-reflected cone" method. Fragmentation
function in PbPb collisions were compared to measurements with the same selection
in pp collisions at the same collision energy. For this comparison, a jet momentum
smearing and reweighting procedure was applied to obtain a proper pp-based refer-
ence.
For the 50-100% most peripheral collisions, the fragmentation functions agree in
PbPb collisions and the pp reference. For more central collisions, a significant mod-
ification of the fragmentation function in PbPb compared to pp in the intermediate
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and high i-region develops. For between 2 and 3, i.e. in the intermediate PT range
of fragmentation products, evidence for a small depletion in the ratio of PbPb to
pp is seen, which is accompanied by a rise in the same ratio for 3.5 < < 5.5,
corresponding to charged particles in the region of 1-3 GeV/c. In the most central
0-10% collisions and for the lowest charged particle momenta studied, the PbPb/pp
fragmentation function ratio rises to 1.6 ± 0.2(stat.) ± 0.3(syst.).
Comparing to theory models, the mid to high PT part of the fragmentation function
is best described by a energy rescaling model, assuming the jets in PbPb central events
are dominated by quark jets. The mid to high PT part of the fragmentation function
of these jets in the central PbPb events are consistent with fragmentation function of
quark jets in vacuum.
6.2 Large Picture
By measuring charged particles to low PT, a clear centrality dependent modification
of the inclusive jet fragmentation function in PbPb collisions is now revealed.
1. At the very least this is an independent evidence of the creation of the colored
QCD medium in PbPb collisions.
2. Evidence for the energy rescaling model implies there may be a simple picture
to describe the in-medium modification of jets.
3. The crude gluon vs quark jet fit provides evidence for more gluons jet energy-loss
than quark jet energy-loss in PbPb central events. This implies that in-medium
energy loss is significant, which in turn provides evidence that the QCD medium
is strongly coupled.
The interplay between the modification at high PT and low PT part of the frag-
mentation function gives us interesting constraints on the medium induced energy
loss models, and opens up new windows to understand the transport properties of
QGP.
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